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foreword
It is the wish of the Class of 1940 to recognize this
year, nineteen hundred and forty, as the first year of the
second century of the founding of the first public normal
school in America, that school at Lexington, which later
moved to west Newton, and eventually to Framingham.
We consider it a privilege and an honor to be the first
class of this new century of teacher training, to carry on
the traditions of this century old school. Our ideals are
high as were those of the students who came to found
that first school; while the span of our lives is short as
compared with the span of a century, we look forward
with happiness to high achievement in the years to come.
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XI. DIRECTORY
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DEDICATION
TO MARTIN F. O'CONNOR
WHO THROUGH HIS CONSTANT ENCOURAGEMENT AND
FAITHFUL GUIDANCE HAS LED HIS STUDENTS TO SEE
AND TO STRIVE FOR THE HIGHEST GOAL OF
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE.

Editor
JEANNE ARBUCKLE
Business Manager
MARY CALLAHAN
Faculty Advisors
MR. SULLIVAN
MR. RIED
Literary Editor
PEARL CANTWELL
THE DIAL STAFF
Editor Jeanne Arbuckle, '40
Assistant Editor . Cierna Pierce, '41
Literary Editor ... . Elizabeth Cantwell, '40
Advertising Manager . Mary Callahan, '40
Assistant Advertising Manager Barbara Stinson, '41
Club Editor .... Louise Bacon, '42
Class Editor Ruth Clampitt, '46
College Calendar Marjorie Pattison, '40
Publicity Manager Catherine Carney, '40
Assistant Publicity Manager Helen Gleason, '42
Subscription Manager Dorothy Shorrock, '40
Assistant Subscription Manager Helen Bruen, '43
Class Will ....
Santina Riley,
Margaret Keyes,
'40
'40
Class Prophecy . .
iMary Lou Rousseau,
Harriet Wright,
'40
'40
Class History
•
• -1
Hope Hathaway,
Mary Clarke,
'40
'40
Terry Clay, '42
Miscellaneous Robilee Parfitt, '42
Stella Smith, '41

MAY HALL ENTRANCE
I he faculi
X
MARTIN F. O'CONNOR, A.B., Ed.M.
100 State Street, Framingham
President
LINWOOD L. WORKMAN, A.B., Ed.M.
17 Church Street, Framingham
Sociology, Economics
EDITH A. SAVAGE, B.S.
State Street, Framingham Centre
Dean
FLORENCE E. AMIDON
29 Pleasant Street, Framingham
Clothing, Textiles, Historic Textiles
SARA M. ARMSTRONG, A.B., A.M.
1 8 Pleasant Street, Framingham
Education, Psychology
CATHERINE A. BROSNAN, B.S.-
16 Rittenhouse Road, Worcester
Clothing and Textiles
MURIEL CABOT BUCKLEY, B.S.
1 1 Orchard Street, Belmont
Clothing and Textiles
ELEANOR F. CHASE, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
45 Highland Street, Amesbury
Chemistry
RUTH H. CARTER, B.S., Ed.M.
255 Worcester Road, Framingham
English, Reading Methods
SARAH S. CUMMINGS, A.B., M.A.
35 Cambridge Road, Woburn
History, Civics
MILLICENT M. COSS, A.B., B.S., M.A.
164 State Street, Framingham Centre
Clothing and Textiles, Household Arts Education
CHARLES E. DONER
43 Scotland Road, Reading
Handwriting
STUART B. FOSTER, B.S., A.M., Ph.D.
1 Maynard Road, Framingham
Chemistry, Nutrition
GRACE BROWN GARDNER, A.B., A.M.
33 Milk Street, Nantucket
Biology, Microbiology, Nature Study
LUCILE G. FRENCH, B.S., M.A.
50 Jackson Road, West Medford
Head of Household Arts Foods Department
EDWARD F. GILDAY, B.S., M.A.
21 Moulton Park Road, Framingham
Music
MAUDE B. GERRITSON, B.S., M.A.
9 Church Street, Framingham
English
CORINNE E. HALL, A.B., M.A.
Crocker Hall, State Teachers College, Framingham
Home Management
EMMA A. HUNT, A.B., M.A.
30 Henry Street, Framingham
Physiology and Hygiene, General Science
DOROTHY LARNED, B.A., M.A., Ed.M.
1 54 Maynard Road, Framingham
French
LOUISE KINGMAN
Grove Place, Wellesley
Speech, Physical Education
ELIZABETH C. MacMILLAN, B.S., M.A.
1036 Berkeley Street, Santa Monica, California
Home and Lunch Room Management
LOU LOMBARD, B.S.
29 Demwood Avenue, Takoma Park, Maryland
Vocational Household Arts
HAZEL NIETZOLD, B.S.
303 South Street, Northampton
Drawing and Handwork
LOUIE G. RAMSDELL, Ph.B., M.S.
9 Church Street, Framingham
Geography and History
ELLA C. RITCHIE, B.S.
140 Franklin Street, Framingham
Librarian, Library Science
FREDERICK RIED
389 Newtonville Avenue, Newtonville
Industrial Training and Drawing
DEBORAH M. RUSSELL, B.S., A.M.
4 Hudson Street, Worcester
Chemistry, Nutrition
ANNE ROCHEFORT, B.S., M.A.
35 Salem End Road, Framingham
Supervisor of Teacher Training, Education, Mathematics
MARJORIE SPARROW, A.B., M.A.
1140 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hi
English
JAMES B. SULLIVAN, A.B., M.S.
86 Phillips Street, Lawrence
Biology, Physics, Microbiology
BERNICE W. TAYLOR, B.S., M.A.
1431 Broadway, Haverhill, Mass.
Physical Education
t**
MAY TURNER, B.S., M.A.
75 Maynard Road, Framingham
Foods
EVELYN W. KEITH, B.S.
Greendale Station, Worcester
Matron, Peirce Hall, Institutional Management
DOROTHY E. WEEKS, B.S
9 Higgins Street, Auburndale
Foods
ANNIE L. D. SWAN
Horace Mann Hall
Matron, Horace Mann Hal
DELLA V. LOGIODICE, B.S.
681 E. Fourth Street, South Boston
Assistant Matron, Peirce Hall
MRS. ELEANOR K. BOWES
14 Webster Street, Framingham
Senior Clerk
MILDRED J. IVASKA, B.B.A.
87 Pritchard Avenue, Somerville
Principal Clerk
FLORENCE I. ROBBINS, R.N.
1 20 Main Street, Avon
Resident School Nurse, Home Nursing
MRS. CHARLES DICKINSON
1063 Worcester Road, Framingham
Junior Clerk
As We Know Tnem

JONATHAN MAYNARD SCHOOL
Tke'Trainin 5ckoo
Lena Cushing, B.S. Prin cipal
Jonathan /"\aynard sJchoo
TO THE FACULTY OF THE TRAINING SCHOOL
By your co-operation, with your encouragement, and
inspiration to the prospective teacher, you shall be known.
By the hope, courage, and confidence you inspire in
her, you shall be known.
By all these things, you shall not only be known, but
for years to come be remembered!
Tra n.ng School lacun
y
Alice E. Joyce
Bertha C. Hall, B.S. Ed.
Mary L. Caunt
Robinette Ward
Ruth S. Dennett
Louise F. Thatcher
Mary Long
Marguerite Marshall
B. Hazel Davis
Mary Donahue
Florence M. Cook
Grade VIII
Grade VII
Grades VI and VII
Grade VI
Grade V
Grade IV
Grades IV and V
Grade III
Grades II and III
Grade II
Grade I
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PHYLLIS CARLSON
President
Secretary
OLIVE STACY
Advisor
MISS LARNED
Or 1940
Treasu rer
Vice-President
BARBARA SAVAGE
MARGARET GEDDES
Honorary Class Member
PRESIDENT O'CONNOR
HOUSEHOLD ARTS DEPARTMENT
CHARLOTTE McKENIZIE BAILEY
119 Tedesco Street, Marblehead
October 6
Nutrition
Home Economics (4); Fine Arts (4).
It has been said "Laugh and the world laughs with you."
Apparently this must be Charlotte's motto for she can usually
be seen or heard laughing no matter what happens.
LOIS MAY BEMIS "Bemmis"
Summer Street, Northboro
April 8
Nutrition
Home Economics (2, 3, 4); V. W. C. A. (2, 3, 4); A. A. (2
3,4).
A firm will, a clear purpose, and a conscientious mind make
it safe to predict that success is assured.
SYLVIA B. BIRCH "Birchie"
80 Hillcrest Road, Belmont
April 14
Nutrition
Fine Arts (1, 2); Home Economics (2, 4); V. W. C. A. (3, 4);
Chairman for Marionette Show (3); Chairman for Halloween
Party (4); Cabinet member V. W. C. A. (4); Chairman Y.W.
Activity (3, 4).
Sylvia was one of those Seniors who managed a clothing
course while a Foods Major—but her sunny smile was never
missing.
RHODA J. CALDER
780 Brayton Point Road, Somerset, Mass.
February 24
General
Glee Club (1, 2, 3); Fine Arts (1, 2, 4); Modern Dance (1,2);
y. W. C A. (4),- Home Economics Club (4).
Rhoda's quiet and unassuming manner has won her many
friends during her four years at Framingham.
RACHEL CALLAHAN "Rach"
165 Commercial Street, Provincetown
April 1
General
Glee Club (1, 2); Choir (3, 4); Home Economics (1, 3, 4);
Y. W. C. A. (2, 3, 4); Cabinet member (3, 4),- Corridor
Councilor (1); Faculty Dial Representative (4).
Analytical "Rach" early solved our hunger problem when
she installed her candy store—she is also a Real good Cook.
ELIZABETH PEARL CANTWELL
81 Garfield Street, Springfield, Mass.
January 1 8
General
Home Economics Club (2, 3, 4); Dial Staff (3); Literary Editor
(3),- Chairman Decorations, Dial Dance (4); Chairman Re-
freshments Senior Prom (4).
Yc ill find Pearl neat in work and fun as well
PHYLLIS T. CARLSON "Phyl"
1 8 Francis Street, Worcester, Mass.
June 24
General
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Home Economics Club (4); Choir
(3, 4); Fine Arts (1); Song Leader (1); General Chairman of
May Day (2); Class President (2, 4); Vice President (3); Class
and Club Council (2, 4); Student Co-operative Association
(2, 4); Yale Toastmistress (4); Gatepost Staff-Music (3, 4),-
S. A. B. F. (2, 3, 4).
Flair for
Phyl.
fun—endless energy
—
popular president—that's
CATHERINE CARNEY "Bunny"
1 37 Morse Street, Sharon, Mass.
June 24
Nutrition
Fine Arts (1); A. A. (2, 3, 4); Home Economics Club (4);
Chemistry Council (4); Secretary of Library Council (4);
Harvard Basketball (2, 3, 4); Captain (4); Class Basketball
(2, 3, 4); Captain (4); Publicity Manager of Dial (4).
Student, athlete yet all the while mindful of social activities,
Bunny's enthusiasm and engaging smile will remdin long in
the memory of her classmates.
HELEN ELIZABETH CHICK "Chickie"
72 Harvard Street, Chelsea, Mass.
April 5
General
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Orchestra (1, 2, 4);
y. W. C. A. (4); Fine Arts (1); Chairman of Finance Com-
mittee (4).
Helen's blonde hair, sunny ways, and talented piano play-
ing brightened many dark days. Her knowledge of dogs was
too much for nearly all of us!
JOFFRETTE G. CORRE "Joff"
18 Miller Avenue, Holyoke
November 29
General
Fine Arts Club (2, 4); Chairman Radio Group (2); Play (4);
Gate Post (3),- Glee Club (2, 3, 4); Home Economics Club
(4); A'Kempis Club(1, 2, 3, 4).
A sophisticate, possessor of dramatic talent—truly French
in word and mannerisms.
DORIS CUMMINGS "Smasher" I
"Dorrie"
59 Cambridge Road, Woburn, Mass.
June 2
Nutrition
A. A. (1, 2, 4); Home Economics (1, 2, 3, 4),- Treasurer (4),-
Corridor Councilor (2); Comptroller of Accounts (3); Class
Treasurer (1); Posture Council (2); Class Hockey (4); Division
Hockey (1, 2); Chairman Xmas Basket (3); Library Council
(1),- Modern Dance Group (1, 2); Co-Chairman Mock Man
Dance (4).
"Dorrie" is efficient and industrious ever
—
pessimistic
never!
ESTHER ELENE CURRIE "Es"
"Cucumber"
303 Auburndale Avenue, Auburndale, Mass.
September 10
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (1 , 2, 4); Fine Arts Club (2, 3, 4);
Chairman of Costume Committee for Christmas Play (3);
Y. W. C. A. (1, 3, 4); Supper Chairman of Halloween Party
(4); A. A. (1); Chairman of Costume Committee for Class
Day (4).
"5:30 Currie" just couldn't be beaten—for she got up
early and went to bed late—but she still has the jovial fun-
loving spirit regardless of the long hours.
MARION CURRIER
117 Prescott Street, North Andover, Mass.
May 1
General
Home Economics (1, 2, 3, 4),- Fine Arts (2, 3); A. A. (1).
A facility for creating mirth wherever she goes and an
infectious giggle. Marion's fondness for escapades is a preva-
lent source of amusement to those who know her well.
ELVIE SIGRIE DAVIS "L-V"
4 Bourne Street, Worcester, Mass.
April 22
Nutrition
Student Co-operative Association (4); 2nd Vice President (4);
President of Class and Club Council (4); Commuters' Council
(1),- Fine Arts Club (1); Home Economics (1, 3, 4); A. A.
(2, 3, 4); Vice President (3); Class Basketball (2, 3, 4);
Captain (3); Volleyball Manager (2); Pageant Chairman (2);
May Queen (2).
What more could one be—a May Queen, a grand athlete,
a good student and a school leader.
MARIA CECILIA DELANEY
40 Kinssbury Street, Worcester, Mass.
May 30
Nutrition
Home Economics (1, 2, 4); A'Kempis (1 , 2, 3,4).
A heart of gold and a cheerful disposition—Maria can be
depended upon to appreciate any semblance of humor.
PAULINE D'ELIA
41 Marion Street, Medford, Mass.
December 1
Ge si
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Fine Arts (2, 3, 4) ;
Home Economics (4); Chairman of Harvard-Yale Decorations
(2); Class Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Division Captain (2),- Chair-
man of Modern Dance (2); Basketball (1, 2) ; Modern Dance
Group (1, 2, 3).
Chatty, spontaneous, and friendly—Pauline was the life of
the party at Horace Mann third floor south "gab" sessions.
EMMA E. DORR
334 Kenrick Street, Newton, Mass.
August 26
General
A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Home Economics Club (1, 3),-
Commuters' Council (1); Chemistry Council (2, 3, 4).
Eagerness, enthusiasm, and the desire to do the thing right
is what characterizes Emma. There is no such thing in her
consciousness as dispirited living.
GENEVIEVE F. DOUGLASS "Gen"
818 Winthrop Avenue, Revere, Mass.
February 18
General
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Home Economics Club (2, 4).
She is meticulously neat and the perfect example of good
taste in dress.
MARY ELIZABETH DURFEE "Durf"
124 Washington Street, Fairhaven, Mass.
February 1 2
Nutrition
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4),- Home Economics (1, 2, 3, 4) ; A. A. Presi-
dent (4); A. A. Conference Delegate (4); Hockey Manager
(3); Yale Hockey (2, 3, 4); Yale Captain (4); Class Hockey
(2, 3, 4); Division Captain (4); Class Basketball (2, 3); Modern
Dance (2, 3, 4); Hiking Manager (2); Class Day Program
Chairman (4); Chemistry Council (1, 4); C. C. C. (4),- Corridor
Councilor (2, 3); Orchestra (1 , 4).
"Durf" was athletic yet feminine, benignant and capable
—
as easy as A. B. C.
RUTH M. FLYNN "Flynnie"
6 Merritt Place, Attleboro, Mass.
April 5
A'Kempis (2, 3, 4); Home Economics Club (2, 3, 4); Corridor
Councilor (3).
"Flynnie" enjoys life, is a good student and her infectious
giggle and pleasing personality have won her many friends.
JANETH A. FORD "Jane"
"Janie'
33 Gale Avenue, Pittsfield, Mass.
October 8
Nutrition
y. W. C. A. (2, 3, 4) ; President (4); Secretary (3); Chairman
of Discussions (2); A. A. (1); Chairman of Tea (1); Treasurer
of Class (2, 3); Posture Council (2, 3); Chairman of Ushers
for Junior Prom (3); Chairman of Freshman Picnic (4); C. C. C.
(4); Choir (3, 4).
Work never took second place with Jane, although her
singing often echoed through the corridors of 3rd floor Horace
Mann.
MARGARET JANE GEDDES "Margie"
77 Hall Street, North Adams, Mass.
November 30
Nutrition
Glee Club (1); Choir (3, 4); Home Economics Club (4);
y. W. C. A. (2, 3, 4); Judiciary Board (3) ; Gate Post (3, 4);
Library Council (2); Class Treasurer (4),- Chemistry Council
(2); Vice President (3),- President (4).
Margie always had her work done on time, received good
marks and still had time for the Chemical Council and sports.
MARGARET ANNE GOYETTE "Peg"
"Holyoke"
1250 Northampton Street, Holyoke, Mass.
May 3
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4),- A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ;
Senior Advisory Board (4).
Epitome of generosity and sincerity
—
"Holyoke" was in-
clined to be serious yet very sociable and willing to join in
the fun.
RITA HAYES
19 Whitby Terrace, Dorchester, Mass.
April 4
General
Home Economics Club (3, 4) ; A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4).
Known for her dancing and knowledge of "good" band
music. Rita's name often appeared on orchestra committee for
our important dances.
GLADYS HEDGE "Billie"
3 Holt Avenue, Worcester Mass.
March 5
General
A'Kempis (2, 3, 4).
The quiet exterior of this demure miss conceals from casual
strangers all the mischief and pep which she possesses and
which only becomes evident after acquaintance has lengthened
into friendship.
DOROTHY HILLNER "Dot"
1622 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Mass.
November 26
Nutrition
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4)
;
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Modern Dance
Manager (3); Fine Arts (1, 2),- Home Economics (1, 2, 3, 4),-
Program Chairman (4); Modern Dance (1, 2, 3, 4); Stunt
Night Chairman (4); Choir (4); H-Y Committee Chairman
(1, 4),- Yale Hockey (4); Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4).
Her chosen career demands all her capabilities and friendli-
ness. We wish her happiness.
LEONA FRANCES JURUSZ "Lee"
14 Roc!<wood Street, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
June 1 5
Nutrition
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4),- Fine Arts ("I, 2),- Home Economics
Club(4>.
"No hurry, no worry." Leona goes blithely on her way
leaving behind laughter, loyalty, and the ability to receive
better than average marks.
ANNA KASSABIAN "Casey"
30 Glen Street, Worcester, Mass.
August 30
Nutrition
A. A. (2, 3, 4),- Harvard Basketball (4); Class Basketball
(2, 3, 4); Volleyball (2); Fine Arts Club (1); Home Economics
(3, 4); Commuters' Council (4).
Laughable and lovable, to meet "Casey"
was to start the day right.
th e morning
RUTH ELIZABETH KELLAWAY "Ruthie," "Kelly'
19 Wyman Street, Waban, Mass.
February 1 5
Nutrition
Home Economics (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (1, 2); Y. W. C. A.
(2, 3, 4).
Always doing something for somebody else
—
'A' ability in
the culinary art. Here's to your success in the future.
EILEEN MARIE KELLEY
295 Bellevue Street, West Roxbury
December 20
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4); A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4);
Orchestra (1, 4); Jr. Prom Committee (3).
You know—a little loquaciousness plus a little reticence
resulting in a ready wit and a quick laugh which makes for her
many friends.
PHYLLIS LEE KINSMAN "Phyl"
963 Worcester Road, Framingham Centre, Mass.
August 1 5
Nutrition
Home Economics (2, 3, 4); Vice President (3); President (4);
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4),- Baseball Manager (2); Publicity Manager
(3); Volleyball Captain (1, 2),- Fine Arts (1,2, 3); Y. W. C. A.
(4); Glee Club (3, 4),- Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4); Chairman of
Programs and Publicity of May Day (2); Chairman of Publicity
of Junior Prom (3); Chairman of Properties for Class Day (4),-
Chairman of International Night (4).
The perfect example of "better late than never"—always
asking questions and vitally interested in world affairs.
MARY MARGUERITE KIRBY "Margie"
37 Beulah Street, Whitman, Mass.
May 12
Foods
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (1, 2); Home Economics
(1, 2, 3, 4) ; Glee Club (2, 3, 4),- Cheer Leader—Harvard
(2, 3, 4); Committee Chairman of A'Kempis Dance (2, 4).
The class fashion plate and cheer leader whose emotions
rival the Stock Market in fluctuation—now up and now down.
NELLIE KONTRIM
1 20 Marine Road, South Boston, Mass.
July 11
Nutrition
y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4);
Grounds Chairman for Class Day (4).
Frankness personified—none the less Nell is a loyal friend.
An excellent speaking voice, good dancer, and much poise
—
certain to succeed in the field of social work.
ALICE JEANNETTE LAJOIE "Al"
1 80 Stafford Street, Worcester, Mass.
March 8
Nutrition
Home Economics (1, 2, 3/4); A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ;
"ate Post Staff (3, 4).
Studious, good-natured, and friendly—Alice has a faculty
for accomplishing whatever goal she sets out to attain.
DOROTHY LOUISE LANCASTER "Lanky"
R.F.D. No. 4, South Dartmouth, Mass.
January 27
Nutrition
A. A. (1, 2) ; Fine Arts (1, 2, 4),- Home Economics (3, 4).
Not very quiet yet not very noisy—a combination of gra-
ciousness and calmness
—
plus a "vie"—which makes Lanky a
pleasing friend.
GRACE CHRISTINE LINCOLN
35 Elm Street, Milton, Mass.
November 7
Nutrition
Fine Arts Club (1); Y. W. C. A. (2, 3, 4); Home Economics
Club (1, 3, 4),- Christmas Basket Chairman (4).
The owner of "Chauncey" who often times didn't make it on
time. Grace is inclined to brusqueness—which shouldn't be
taken too seriously. Good luck in your dietetic work!
MARJORIE ANN LOWNEY "Midge", "Margie"
59 Mattapan Street, Mattapan, Mass.
October 1
General
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (2, 3); Chairman of Arts and
Crafts (3); Chairman of Fine Arts Bazaar (3),- Home Economics
Club (4).
Small though she is, Marge astonishes you with her untiring
energy and friendliness of which she seems to possess an un-
limited supply.
CATHERINE V. MAURIELLO "Cathy"
36 Arlington Street, Worcester, Mass.
September 24
General
A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Home Economics (2, 3, 4).
Kay has a ready laugh—and that desirable knack of being a
friend to everyone.
ELIZABETH ANN McCARTHY "Bibbie"
17 Rosemary Street, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
March 27
Nutrition
Glee Club (2, 3, 4) ; Home Economics Club (1, 4); A'Kempis
Club(1, 2, 3, 4) ; Fine Arts (1, 2).
Beneath a shell of apparent cynicism is hidden a person
with a multitude of interests and a ready wit. "Bibbie" is a
sincere and generous friend.
URSULA O'CONNOR
State Street, Framingham Centre, Mass.
March 22
Nutrition
Glee Club (2, 3, 4); Home Economics (4); A'Kempis (2, 3, 4),-
Vice President (4).
A good student, a pleasing personality, an excellent taste.
—
Ursula will, long be remembered for her friendliness to every-
one.
RUTH ELIZABETH PAGE "Pagie"
Coleman Road, South Byfield, Mass.
July 5
General
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4),- V. W. C A. (3).
Always smiling, extremely friendly, a very good student
—
Ruthie hates to be asked "just where is South Byfield?"
LOUISE D. PARKER "Parky"
1 Sunset Court, Amherst, Mass.
May 10
General
Glee Club (2, 3, 4); Orchestra (1, 3, 4); Fine Arts (1, A),
Home Economics (4); May Day—Scenery and Property Chair-
man (2); Student Co-operative Dance, Decorations Chairman
(3); Junior Prom Decorations Chairman (3); Class Day Scenery
Chairman (4).
There wasn't a property, scenery, or decoration committee
that you wouldn't find Parky on. She was the best little
ladder-pusher.
JENNIE PECEVICH "Jen"
600 South Street, Shrewsbury, Mass.
May 6
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Y. W. C. A. (2).
We shall always cherish memories of Jennie as one of the
best liked and most capable members of the class.
NATHALIE PLASTRIDGE "Nat"
"Nath"
Concord Road, Bedford, Mass.
June 10
Nutrition
A. A. (1); Glee Club (1, 2, 4); Fine Arts Club (1); Y. W.
C. A. (4); Cabinet Member.
Nat's the waitress with the personal interest in those she
serves,—and is a topnotch "pal" as well.
LAURA A. PLUMMER "Plum"
190 Williams Avenue, Lynn, Mass.
Ausust 2
General
Home Economics Club (1, 3, 4); Y. W. C. A. (3, 4),- A. A.
(1).
Completely feminine—typical English in her manners, com-
plexion, and faint aloofness with strangers.
AGATHA EILEEN POWERS "A gg ie"
83 Florence Street, Worcester, Mass.
August 9
A'Kempis (3, 4).
Quiet on the outside but not so when one really got to
know her. Aggie is a good cook and excellent seamstress.
What more is needed?
JOSEPHINE PROFITA "Jo"
57 Snowhill Street, Boston, Mass.
December 21
General
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4),- Home Economics (2, 4),- Publicity
Manager for A'Kempis (3).
Nonchalance certainly applied to Jo—cool, calm, collected
she always saw the funny side of a situation—and helped to
make humorous ones.
SANTINA RILEY
94 Hillside Road, Franklin, Mass.
February 5
Nutrition
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Glee Club (2, 3, 4),- Orchestra (1, 3,
4); General Chairman Freshman Initiation Week (4); General
Chairman A'Kempis Dance (4); Class Day Pageant Chairman
(4); Chairman Junior Prom Committee (3); Vice President of
Horace Mann Hall (4); Dial Staff (4).
Popular, enthusiastic, "a welcome addition to any hit
parade,"—We shall long remember her sparkling black eyes,
graciousness and ability to put over social activities.
MARYLOU ROUSSEAU
29 Jeppson Avenue, Worcester
October 20
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3); Y. W. C. A. (1, 2); Cabinet
(1, 2); Gate Post (2, 3); Dial (4).
"Hail fellow, well met."—Casual to the nth degree
—
spontaneous as a volcanic eruption.
MARY D. SACCO "Fix-it" Sacco
540 Haverhill Street, Lawrence, Mass.
August 1 8
General
Fine Arts Club (1 , 2); Home Economics Club (4); V. W. C A.
(3); A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Treasurer Peirce Hall (2); Evening
Forum (1).
With her quiet, unassuming manner, Mar*/ is an efficient
student and a worthwhile friend.
ESTHER SCHULTZ "Tut"
1 7 Lake Street, Amesbury, Mass.
January 3
General
A'Kempis (1. 2, 3, 4); A. A. (2); Hockey—Harvard (2);
Senior Advisory Board (4).
Sweet, serene and self-sufficient—Esther's perfection in
making and wearing clothes is known to all.
DOROTHY EUGENIA SHORROCK "Dotty"
259 Savin Hill Avenue, Dorchester, Mass.
May 19
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (1, 3, 4); Publicity Manager (4); Fine
Arts Club (1); Y. W. C. A. (2, 3, 4); Dial Staff (4) ; Chairman
of Ushers for Class Day (4); Freshman Court, Advisory Board
(3, 4).
Dotty always knew the answers where science or animals
were concerned. Always cool and calm—except perhaps
—
yes, one is left—when she blushes.
RUTH ISABEL SPAULDING "Ruthie"
67 Bowers Street, Newtonville, Mass.
April 29
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4); V. W. C. A. (2, A), May
Day Costume Committee (2); Chairman of Ushers for Inter-
national Night (4); Chairman of Commuters' Council (4);
Student Co-operative Executive Council (4).
Despite her apparent sobriety Ruth bubbled over with
merriment when time and place required it.
OLIVE STACY "Stacy"
Main Street, West Yarmouth, Mass.
September 3
General
Yale Hockey (1, 2, A), Class Hockey (1, 2, 3, A) ; Captain
(1, 2, 3, 4); Volleyball Manager (3); Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4);
Class Secretary (4); A. A. (1, 2, 3, A), Orchestra (1); Chair-
man of Refreshment Committee for Class Day (4); Home Eco-
nomics Club (1); Division Hockey (1, 2); Captain (1, 2 3).
"Stace" was "ready" for
able" solutions for both.
fun, ling" to work, and
ROSAMOND WALSH "Roddy"
61 Wollaston Avenue, Arlington, Mass.
March 28
General
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts Club (1); Home Economics
Club (2, 3); Secretary of A'Kempis (2); Secretary of Peirce
Hall (2),- President of Horace Mann (4); Student Govern-
ment (4); Spirit of Spring (3); Judiciary Board (4); Chairman
of Communion Breakfast (4).
"Roddy" is one of our gracious seniors whose sweetness
and artistic talent are known to all.
MARY F. WHELAN
320 Brook Road, Milton, Mass.
September 20
Nutrition
Home Economics Club (4); A'Kempis (4); Chairman of Tickets
and Programs for Junior Prom (3); Chairman of Make-up
Committee for Class Day (4).
"Girl about town"
—
plenty of rhythm—Mary is a staunch
supporter of social functions even to the lending of her grand
record album.
HARRIET J. WRIGHT
10 Wollcott Street, Readville, Mass.
October 31
Nutrition
A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 4); A. A. (2); Secretary of Chemistry
Council (2); Chairman of Quiet and Order Committee (4);
Student Government (4); Dial Staff (4).
Always the last one ready but worth waiting for—her al-
most unconscious dry humor amused everyone
—
(but did
Harriet always get the joke?)—a dependable friend in more
ways than one.
ANNE E. WUORENMAA "Ann"
Box 41, Beech Hill Road, Westminister, Mass.
Y. W. C. A. (1); Home Economics (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (2).
An earnest worker, determined to reach her goal, Ann finds
no obstacle which she cannot overcome.
SPECIALS
RUBY L. HAM
21 Priesing Street, Jamaica Plain
June 2
Nutrition
CYNTHIA REID KENWAY
10 Potter Road, Framingham, Mass.
May 21
Elementary
Although only here one year her friendliness has won her
friends who wish they might have known her longer.
VOCATIONAL HOUSEHOLD ARTS DEPARTMENT
MARY E. CALLAHAN "Cal"
3A Lakeview, Arlington, Mass.
April 19
Nutrition
A. A. (1, 2, 3),- A'Kempis Club(1, 2, 3, 4),- Home Economics
(4); Class Secretary (1, 3); Gate Post Staff (2); Literary Editor
(3, 4); A. A. Board (2); Dial Staff (2, 3); Business Manaser (4);
Yale Basketball Team (1, 2, 3, 4).
A paradox of versatility—that's Cal! As streamlined on a
dance floor as on the hockey field—as interested in Shake-
speare as she is in vitamins. Capable, intelligent, efficient—
what's more, she's easy on the eyes—and popular for her
lovable disposition.
HOPE HATHAWAY "Hopie"
84 Court Street, New Bedford, Mass.
July 19
Vocational General
Fine Arts (1, 2); Home Economics (2),- Glee Club (4); De-
bating (1); Literary Editor Gate Post (2, 3, 4) ; Dial Staff (4).
Hope is one of our most talented class members whose
poetry may, someday, bring fame to Framingham's class of '40.
FRANCES LOUISE MARTIN "Fran"
74 Wellesley Street, Weston, Mass.
August 31
General
Homz Economics (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Glee Club (1, 2).
Frannie is poised in any situation, competent in her studies,
and well-liked for her cheerful friendliness.
J?
%
HESTER F. McCAFFREY
564 Main Street, Shrewsbury, Mass.
April 25
Vocational
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4),- Corridor Councilor
(2, 3, 4) ; Yale Basketball (1,2, 3, 4) ; Class Basketball (1, 2, 4),-
Class Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4).
An unlimited capacity for being interested in every person
she meets combined with an unlimited power of complete
concentration, that is Hester, our Ace basketball
player.
GEORGIA SCHLEPEGRELL
1 3 Woodland Street, Sharon, Mass.
August 15
Vocational
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Glee Club (2, 3); Chem-
istry Council (2, 3); Chairman of Ushers May Day (2); Library
Council (3).
"Tops" in studies, yet not missing many opportunities for
making fun, Georgia is a girl who has more than made the
grade at F. S. T. C.
GRACE WATTERS
68 Barusby Street, Fall River, Mass.
December 7
Vocational
Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3); Glee Club (2),- President
Peirce Hall (2); Harvard-Yale Refreshment Chairman (2, 3, 4).
With an appreciative laugh and a ready response, working
industriously toward the present goal, Grace is a charming
friend.
LAURA F. WEBER
22 Englewood Avenue, Worcester, Mass.
January 20
General
Glee Club (2, 4); A. A. (2, 3, 4); Home Economics Club
(2, 3, 4); Publicity Chairman (3); Secretary (4); Yale Basket-
ball (3, 4); Captain (4); Class Hockey (2, 3, 4); Corridor
Councilor (2); Class Basketball (4);
A flair for clothes and an &cz shot in basketball. Laura is
admired for these qualities and liked for her sense of humor
and graciousness.
ELEMENTARY DEPARTMENT
LOUISE ANDREWS "Lou"
180 Allerton Road, Newton Highlands, Mass.
March 16
Elementary
A. A. (1, 2, 3);Y. W. C. A. (1).
She's rather quiet, but that's because she's doing things
worthwhile.
JEANNE ARBUCKLE "Buckles"
198 School Street, Somerville, Mass.
September 20
Elementary
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4),- Fine Arts Club (1, 2, 3); Library Council
(I),- Dial Editor (4); Gate Post(1, 2, 3); Business Manager (3);
Orchestra (1, 3); Yale Cheerleader (3); Yale basketball
(1,2, 3, 4); Class Hockey (1, 2, 3); Class Basketball (1, 2, 3);
Class Secretary (2); Delegate N. Y. Conference (4),- C. C. C.
(4).
"Buckles" has no middle initial, so we gave her one—D
—
(for Dial). When she tackles a job, she comes through with
flying colors. She's a good sport, too,- that's why everyone
likes her.
KATHERINE BARRETT "Kay"
1593 Centre Street, Newton Highlands, Mass.
September 1
1
Elementary
Student Co-operative President (4); Representative (3); Class
President (3),- Vice President (2),- C. C. C. (3, 4); Building
Committee (2, 3, 4); A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4); A. A. (1, 2,
3, 4); Conference Representative (1),- Board Member (1, 2);
Basketball (1, 2, 3); Manager (2),- Yale Team (1, 2),- Class
Team (1, 2); Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4); Class Team (1, 2, 3, 4);
Baseball (1, 2); Captain (1); Volleyball (1), Posture Council
(2); N. Y. Conference (3); General Chairman of Junior Prom
(3); Student Co-operative Dance (4): Stunt Night Chairman
ca
Kay's friendly smile for all she meets and her winning per-
sonality speak for themselves.
JENNIE CHESARONE
91 5 Chestnut Street, Waban, Mass.
October 9
Elementary
Glee Club (4); A'Kempis (1, 2).
Always ready for fun—Jennie's giggles burst forth at the
slightest provocation.
RUTH CLAMPITT "Ruthie"
26 Broad Street, Plainville, Mass.
March 1
1
Elementary
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Gate Post Staff (1, 2, 3) ; Editor (4),-
Student Council (4); C. C. C. (4); Stunt Night Chairman (2);
Dial Staff (4); Choir (4).
There isn't much Ruthy can't do—from arranging music and
writing articles for the "Gate Post" to supplying witty con-
versation that keeps you in stitches. She's tops!!
MARGUERITE PAULINE CLARK
79 Wood Avenue, Mattapan, Mass.
October 25
Elementary
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Corridor Councilor (1, 2, 3),- Dial
Class Representative (2); S. A. B. F. Representative (3); Chair-
man of Board of Limitation (3, 4); Student Council Repre-
sentative (1).
She's capable, smart and a good dancer, always seen with
a pleasant grin.
MARY M. CLARKE "Clarkie"
118 Congress Street, Orange, Mass.
July 26
Elementary
A'Kempis Club (1 , 2, 3, 4), A. A. (1) ; Glee Club (2, 3, 4),-
Student Government (1, 2, 3, 4); Class President (1); Secre-
tary of Student Government (2, 3); Vice President of Student
Government (4); Chairman of Judicial Board (4); Chairman
of Building Committee (4); C. C. C. (1, 4); Gate Post (1, 2,
3, 4); Dial (4),- Corridor Councilor (1, 2, 3).
We used to kid Clarky about her vocalizing, but she's one
up on us! She's been an officer for 3 years in Student Govern-
ment. She's liked by everyone for her sweetness.
MARIE EVELYN CLUNE "Evie"
23 Channing Road, Newton Centre, Mass.
September 22
Elementary
A. A. (1, 2, 3); A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4).
Always a merry grin—always Louise—always an interest in
golf.
HELENE HUNTER COFFIN
21 North Liberty Street, Nantucket, Mass.
March 6
Elementary
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Fine Arts Club (1, 3) ; V. W. C. A. (2);
Yale Hockey Team (4) ; Hockey (1, 2, 4),- Volleyball (1, 2);
Baseball (1, 2)- Basketball (2, 3); Library Council (3); Treas-
urer Horace Mann Hall (3).
An earnest, industrious student—a sincere and helpful
friend—a truly sweet girl.
MARGARET E. COTTER "Peggie"
169 Elliot Street, Newton Upper Falls, Mass.
October 6
Elementary
A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 4); A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Harvard Hockey
Team (2, 3, 4) ; Class Hockey Team (1,2, 3, 4) ; Baseball (1, 4),-
Baseball Division Captain (3),- Basketball (2, 3); Basketball
Division Captain (3); Chairman of Mock Man Dance (3); Play
Day Committee Chairman (3); Modern Dance (2).
Full of pep, vim, and the latest dance step,—Peggie has a
friendly smile for everyone she meets.
MARY DEVINE
147 Walnut Street, Framingham, Mass.
November 20
Elementary
A'Kempis Club (3, 4); A. A. (3, 4).
Skill in tennis has won her many trophies—her friendliness
and quiet humor have won her many friends at school.
ALICE NORRIS DONNELLAN "Donnelli"
102 Winsor Avenue, Watertown, Mass.
July 2
Elementary
A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4),- A. A. (1, 2) ; Fine Arts Club
(1, 3),- Chairman of Ticket Committee for A'Kempis Formal
Dance (3"); Co-Chairman of Orchestra Committee for Fine
Arts Costume Ball (3); Archery (1, 2); Volleyball (2),- Hockey
(1, 2) ; Baseball (2).
She gets so much out of life that life must get a great deal
out of "Donnelli."
MARY ELIZABETH DWYER
346 Cherry Street, West Newton, Mass.
June 22
Elementary
A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Secretary (3); President (4);
C. C. C. (4); Class Representative of Student Government
(3, 4); Judiciary Board (3); Library Council (2); A. A. (2,
3, 4); Class Hockey (2, 3); Basketball (2); Chairman Patrons
Junior Prom (3); Chairman Casting Committee Class Day (4);
Archery (1, 2).
Conscientious and always willing to share her knowledge
—Mary was a leader in class and club.
MARGUERITE ANN EAGAN
301 High Street, Somerset, Mass.
January 1
1
Elementary
Judiciary Board (4); Chairman of Invitation Committee for
Student Co-operative Dance (4); Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4);
Librarian (4); A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Treasurer (3); Yale
Cheer Leader (2, 3, 4); Orchestra (1).
The youngest member of our class—a lovable chatterbox,
always cheerful—even to her plaid pajamas.
MADELYN LOUISE GRANT
1 1 Adams Street, Medfield, Mass.
February 20
Elementary
Lovely artist, tireless worker and a grand sport is Madelyn.
CHRISTINA G. HACKETT "Chris"
1 4 Bates Road, Watertown, Mass.
December 1 2
Elementary
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2); A. A. (2, 3, 4); Noon Forum (1, 2, 3, 4) ;
Leader (3); Gate Post (1, 2, 3, A), Modern Dance (2, 3, 4);
Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4); Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4).
Chris is our expert on foreign affairs, national and state
doings—and the private lives of the entire student body.
HARRIET A. HOBBS
Thelma Road, Framingham, Mass.
March 30
Elementary
y. W. C. A. (2); Fine Arts Club (2, 3, 4); Cap and Gown
Chairman (4).
In a quiet and unassuming way Harriet made an excellent
impression both as a student and a friend.
MARGARET KEYES
11 Osborne Road, Brookline, Mass.
May 18
Elementary
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); President (4).
Her voice, of course—but don't forget her thoughtfulness,
and her lively sense of humor.
MARJORIE KEYLOR "Marge"
5 Highledge Avenue, Wellesley, Mass.
January 1 8
Elementary
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Choir (4); A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3);
Yale Hockey Team (1, 2, 3, 4); A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Chairman
of Decorations for Mock Man Dance (3); Baseball (3); Division
Captain (3); Hockey Division Captain (2, 3); Basketball
Division Captain (3); Junior Prom Favor Committee (3),- Cur-
rent Events Group (4); Class Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4); Chairman
of Ushers for Glee Club Joint Concert (2),- Modern Dance (2);
Chairman of Daisy Chain Committee for Class Day (4).
Vivacious, one of our prettiest seniors, an active participant
in sports—but ever feminine.
DOROTHY LONG "Dott"
Murray Road, Framingham, Mass.
October 27
Elementary
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); A. A. (1, 3).
In spite of adversity Dot's lucky star keep: shining and things
come out well in the end.
MARGARET ANNE MacDONALD "Peggy"
"Peggy Mac"
"Peg"
377 Linwood Avenue, Newtonville, Mass.
March 1
Elementary
Glee Club (2, 3, 4) ; A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4); A'Kempis
Formal Publicity (3); Archery (1, 2); Commuters' Council
(3, 4).
She is one of those carefree, happy-go-lucky individuals
who lends distinction to any class.
DOLORES FRANCES MARTIN "Del"
152 Trapelo Road, Waltham, Mass.
October 1 6
Elementary
A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4),- Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Glee Club
(2, 3, 4); Chairman of Commuters' "Vic" Dance (3); A'Kempis
Officer (4); A'Kempis Orchestra Chairman (3); Chairman of
Class Day Publicity (4); Gate Post Staff (3).
An inquisitive mind,—always in a hurry Del managed to
combine study and social activities.
ALICE GERTRUDE McAULIFFE "Bunny"
1 52 Watson Road, Belmont, Mass.
January 9
Elementary
Class Vice President (1); A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4),- Treas-
urer (4); A. A. Representative (1); Basketball (2).
Bunny can always be depended upon to have her work
done. Her puns are the despair of the less clever members of
the class.
MARGARET MUELLER "Peg"
140 Charles River Road, Watertown, Mass.
April 10
Elementary
A'Kempis Club (1,2, 3, 4); Fine Arts Club (1, 2); Play (1 2),-
Modern Dance (2, 4).
Peggy's merry smile and enthusiasm made her a welcome
member of any group.
HELEN LOUISE MURPHY "Billie"
68 North Avenue, Natick
April 29
Elementary
A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts Club (2); A. A. (2, 3,
4); Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4); Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4); Modern
Dance (2, 3, 4); Manaser (4); Noon Forum (1, 2, 3, 4);
Assistant Leader (1, 2); Leader (4); Harvard Hockey (4).
A charming girl with the mind of a scholar and the will to
use it.
MARY ELINOR MURPHY "Murph"
Hampden Road, Monson, Mass.
January 25
Elementary
Fine Arts (1, 2); A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4).
With her quick smile and her ready wit, "Murph" can
discourage your gloomiest mood.
SHIRLEY NORMAN "Norman 1
17 Lyman Terrace, Waltham, Mass.
April 25
Elementary
Fine Arts Club Play (1); Chairman of Workshop (2); Presi
dent of Fine Arts Club (3); Fine Arts Club (4).
Our class member with dramatic abi
ardent worker for the Fine Arts Club.
ity—Shirley was an
MARY LOUISE O'DONNELL
1 7 Carpenter Street, Amesbury, Mass.
Au3ust 5
Elementary
A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ; A. A. (2, 3, 4),- Basketball
(1, 2, 3, 4) ; Harvard Team (4).
The three R's in Mary's life are rhythm, romance, and radio
—
but don't get her wrong—she also had time for study and
sports.
CHRISTINE ELIZABETH PARKER "Chris"
68 Brown Street, Pittsfield, Mass.
July 2
Elementary
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4),- Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4);
Baseball (1, 2, 3, A), Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4) Basketball
Manager (4); Secretary of A. A. (2); Co-Chairman Mock Man
Dance (3); Yale Team (1, 3, 4); Yale Squad (1, 2, 3, 4);
Basketball Division Captain (1, 2, 4).
She's an all around Framingham athlete-
'any old ball at all" and is full of fun.
-she can play
MARJORIE M. PATTISON "Pat"
159 Essex Street, Holyoke, Mass.
May 6
Elementary
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Dial Staff (4); Gate Post Staff (1, 2, 3) ;
Assistant Editor of Gate Post (4); Chairman of Casting Com-
mittee for May Day (2); Cheer Leader for Harvard-Yale (3),-
Program Chairman for Joint Concert Choir (4).
A grand kid with a swell sense of humor. If you want to
split your sides laughing, you should hear her rendition of
"The Ballad of the Oyster-Man."
LAURA M. PELLISSIER "Smasher II"
929 Northampton Street, Holyoke, Mass.
March 4
Elementary
Fine Arts Club (2, 3, 4); A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Glee
Club (2, 3, 4); Vice President of Fine Arts Club (4); Treasurer
of Fine Arts Club (3); Circulating Editor of Gate Post (4);
Exchange Editor (2, 3); Chairman for May Day Chapel (2);
Choir (4).
The outwardly dignified Miss Pel lissfer was the "life of the
party" on 3rd floor, Horace Mann. You'd die laughing at her
soap box oratory and Tizzie Lish imitations.
BEATRICE ROBART "Bee"
197 Lexington Avenue, Cambridge, Mass.
November 21
Elementary
Y. W. C. A. (1); Fine Arts Club (2) ; Play (2).
Bea's moaning and groaning before exams kept us all
amused—now someone else can worry before exams she gives.
EDNA IRENE ROBERTS "Ed"
"Robby"
51 Worcester Street, Belmont, Mass.
December 2
Elementary
A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Chairman of Senior Chapel Com-
mittee (4); Charity Delegate to Federation (3, 4); Division
Captain of Field Hockey (1).
Edna's giggle can be heard all over the room—even in the
most serious moments it breaks forth.
M. BARBARA SAVAGE "Barb"
86 Shawmut Avenue, Marlboro, Mass.
June 12
Elementary
A'Kempis (1 , 2, 3, 4), A. A. (2, 3, 4) ; Glee Club (3, 4) ; Class
Vice President (4); General Chairman of Rings and Pins (4);
S. A. B. F. Committee (4); Class Advisory Board (4); General
Chairman of Class Day (4).
Popular in the schoolroom
—
popular on the campus—an all-
round Framingham girl.
DOROTHY SCULLY "Dot"
29 Walter Street, Newton Centre, Mass.
December 1 7
Elementary
A'Kempis Club (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2, 4) ; Class Basketball
(1, 2, 4) ; Class Hockey (4) ; Gate Post (1, 2).
Dot seems like the quiet type—but ask her about Benny
Goodman, Artie Shaw, etc.—she's our swing expert.
RUTH STAFFORD
90 Lincoln Street, Worcester, Mass.
August 3
Elementary
A. A. Fine Arts Club Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4).
Ruth is rather quiet but a loyal friend once you get to know
SYLVIA ROSE WERBER
36 Bancroft Avenue, Milford, Mass.
June 10
Elementary
Fine Arts Club (1, 2); Student Co-operative (4); Chairman of
Library Council (4); Chairman of Student Co-operative
Assembly Speakers (4).
An even disposition, exceptional generosity, a contagious
laugh. "Syl" had a barrel of jokes to add to a conversation.
FLORENCE ANN WHEELER "Flossie"
Summer Road, Berlin, Mass.
March 8
Elementary
Glee Club (1,2, 3, 4); Pianist (2, 3, 4) ; Chapel Pianist (3, 4);
Choir Pianist (3, 4).
"There is music in the air" seems to be the pass word for
Florence. Her "music has charms to soothe"
—
just ask one
who knows!
FRANCES WILBUR "Breeze"
423 Weir Street, Taunton, Mass.
October 23
Elementary
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); A. A. Board (2, 3); Baseball (1, 2, 3, A),
Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4); Hockey (1, 2, 3); A. A. Conference
Delegate (3); Posture Council (1, 2, 3); Chairman (3); Fine
Arts Club (1, 2, 3); Glee Club (3, 4); Vice President (4);
Choir (3, 4); Gate Post Staff (3, 4),- Class Song Leader (4).
An interesting ambition to get work done with a cheerful
but determined air describes our "Breeze"—Here's to your
success!
HELEN IRENE WOZNIAK
Northfield, Mass.
July 16
Elementary
A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3, 4); A. A. (3, 4); Basketball (3, 4).
A quiet, good-natured, excellent student who manages to
have a good time out of life.
Former LJass r\emb ers
Dorothy Rhea Blackie
Sarah Helen Borghette
Jane Marie Bowler
Ethel Ware Briggs
Muriel Phi 1 1 is Carlson
Amy L. Clark
Ruth Cogswell
Elizabeth Colinsky
Rita Marie Condon
Nancy Agatha Creeron
Sylvia Lee Cummings
Alvina Martha Deagle
Patricia Gertrude Ebell
Grace Claire Goodman
Dorothy Green
Margaret Virginia Hesslick
Bernice Sylvia Hofstra
Katherine M. Holland
Claire Louise Holman
Dorothy Isabel Holzworth
Mary Theresa lannitelli
Ellinor Jacobsen
Florence Olivia Keller
Claire Marie Kennedy
Irma Phyllis Leviss
Aldona Anna Masiulis
Grace Elizabeth Anne McCarthy
Ann Newell
Katherine Agnes Porter
Shirley Madelaine Pratt
Mary Constance Rego
Beatrice Therese Smith
Loh Smith
Ruth Frances Smith
Ruth Sara Thomas
Arline May Wetherbee
CLA55 BABY
David C. Trimble, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. David C. Trimble,
born September 1, 1938. Mrs. Trimble was the former Jane Bowler
of the Class of '40.


I he cJunilors

CLASS OFFICERS
President Betty Story
Vice-President Clerna Pierce
Secretary Anne Tower
Treasurer Rosemary Hildebrand
Faculty Advisor—Miss Turner
CHAPTER ONE
As Juniors, we the Class of Nineteen Hundred and Forty One, have already, in a
way, begun to taste the "fruits of labor." After two years of study and preparation, we
have had some experience in teaching and household management. Although our
Household Arts members did not have the use of Crocker Hall for part of the year, they
made good use of the time in which they did live there.
As Juniors, also, we began to take major parts in the athletic, literary and musical
functions of our college.
Junior Prom was the most outstanding social event of our year, one which in-
evitably went into our memory books.
We have learned much this year, but we are now looking forward to one more
year in which to complete our final preparations for the professional work to follow.


DWIGHT HALL
I he Oopnomores

CLASS OFFICERS
President Patricia Walsh
Vice-President Margaret Clare
Secretary Helen Gleason
Treasurer Edna McConoghy
Faculty Advisor—Miss Carter
(2HAPTER TWO
Last year we, the members of the Class of Nineteen
Hundred and Forty Two, were busy finding ourselves.
This year we have been equally busy losing ourselves
— in work, and in all the activities of our college.
When we returned last September we were assured,
and ready to tackle matching problems, methods,
courses, history, chemistry, May Day, and anything
else which might present itself. After we had been
back a few weeks, however, a little of our assurance
vanished before the rush of "things to be done," but
if we lost assurance we gained determination.
During our Sophomore year together on campus, we
have tried to build well on our freshman foundation,
so that our finished product of 1942 may be one of
which we and Framingham may be proud.


MEMORIAL WALK
TkeF,reshmen

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
CLASS OFFICERS
Louise Russo
Betty Barrett
Margaret Gildea
Anne Moynahan
Faculty Advisor—Miss Neitzold
CHAPTER THREE
We, the Class of Nineteen Hundred and Forty Three, have climbed the first stair to
graduation and to our first meeting with the world Three more steps to go and we
shall be on our way to success and a prosperous future. What more can we ask!
During our first week at Framingham, our minds whirled with a maze of names and
faces, but slowly we learned to affix a name to a face. We also straightened out the
array of subjects and different room numbers in that initial venture into college life.
Initiation Week "took us down a few pegs" and we saw our true place in the
school. On the whole it was fun seeing each other in crazy costumes, and doing the
bidding of our senior sisters. Freshman Court, mysterious and solemn, gave us any
punishments we deserved for neglecting any wish of our superiors, and we went to
bed that night wiser, more serious than the foolish girls who had arisen that morning
thinking, "Freshman Court
—
phoo!"
We were the first class to have a Freshman Get-together Party. It was a great
success and really did help us to know our senior sisters and fellow classmates. Refresh-
ments were served by the seniors and prizes were given for the winners in the get-
acquainted games.
The class elections took place in January, and we soon became organized into a
working group, which looked to the perpetual improvement of our class.
Now we are preparing for the task of being a good Sophomore class and doing
all we possibly can to help our school on to an even higher standing among the nation's
colleges. As Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors, on our next three steps, we shall strive
to attain this goal we have set and hope that we shall be as successful as our predecessors
have been.


MAY HALL ARCH
AciiviTiles
Front row—Wright, Story, Neuhart, Werber.
Second row—Dean Savage, Maxwell, Davis, Barrett, Clarke, Walsh, Mr. Gilday.
Back row—Dwyer, Martin, Walsh, Spaulding, Haggbloom, Walsh, Clampitt, Russo, Carlson.
THE STUDENT COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION
President
First Vice-President
Second Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Faculty Advisors .
Katherine Barrett, '40
Mary Clarke, '40
Elvi Davis, '40
Miriam Walsh, '41
Helen Maxwell, '41
President Martin F. O'Connor
Dean Edith A. Savage
Miss Sarah S. Cummings
Mr. Edward F. Gilday
I he ^{udent L^ooperative Association
The Student Cooperative Association, with its membership of the entire student
body and its Council representatives, co-operate with the President, the Dean, and the
administration in promoting the highest standards for the College, and in directing the
activities and matters of general student interest and welfare.
The standing committees of the Association, the chairman of which, together with
the Presidents and representatives of the four classes as well as the officers of the
Association, compose the Student Cooperative Council—are instrumental in the proper
functioning of the organization. The name of these committees explain the particular
function of each:
The Class and Club Council
The Judiciary Board
The Commuters' Council
The Library Council
The Quiet and Order Committee
This year, as usual, the Association has financed the publication of the "Freshman
Handbook," and with the Senior Class has helped acclimate the Freshman.
Some of the outstanding activities sponsored or participated in by the Association
for the year 1939-1940 have been:
October Informal Dance
November Hampton Singers
New England Teachers Training Confer-
ence: delegates from Framingham
December Observation of Christmas by donation of
trees, food, and money to Framingham Asso-
ciated Charities
January Professor Frederick C. Packard of Harvard
University "Listening to Current Poetry"
—
guest speaker at assembly
March Eastern State Conference for Professional
Schools for Teachers in New York: four
delegates from Framingham Vic Dance
April Installation of Officers for Student Co-
operative Association, 1940-1941
May Open House
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Front row—Russo, Carlson, Barrett, Davis, Clarke, Story, Walsh.
Back row—Ford, Currie, Dwyer, Kinsman, Mr. Ried, Clampitt, Arbuckle, Durfee.
CLASS AND CLUB COUNCIL
President .
Advisor
Honorary Advisor
Elvi Davis, '40
President O'Connor
Mr. Frederick Ried
The well rounded social program ' on the hill is the direct result of the co-opera-
tion of the class and club presidents and the editors of the Gatepost'' and ' Dial,"
who form the Class and Club Council, and who try to see that the heart interests of the
students do not conflict with their scholastic interests. Their goal for this year is to see
that there are more girls participating in college activities. Come on, girls, give!
Seated—Dr. Foster, M. Clarke.
Back row—Eagan, Sparhawk, Allen, McGaw.
Chairman
JUDICIARY BOARD
Mary Clarke, '40
Marguerite Eagan, '40
Virginia Allen, '41
Gladys McGaw, '41
Evelyn Sparhawk, '42
The Judiciary Board is composed of the first Vice-President of the Student Co-
operative Association, who acts as chairman, one other member of the senior class, two
members of the junior class, one member of the sophomore class, and a faculty advisor.
Its function is to consider those matters of discipline which are brought to it and to
make recommendations. It strives to meet these cases in a constructive way with the
object of encouraging a better school spirit of self-discipline.
Front row—Spaulding, Doten, Russo, Brigham.
Back row—Campbell, Ahern, Dean Savage, Kassabian.
COMMUTERS' COUNCIL
Chairman . Ruth Spaulding, '40
Barbara Doten, '43 Marion Brigham, '41
Louise Russo, '43 Claire Robinson, '41
Alta Campbell, '42 Dorothy Scully, '40
Marie Ahem, '42 Anna Kassabian, '40
Facu ty Advisor--Dean Savage
The Commuters' Council consists of eight representatives, two from each class,
with Dean Savage as advisor.
The council has endeavored to solve problems which directly concern the com-
muter's group. It has always been ready to help whenever any difficulty arose.
The Council appreciates any information or requests from those interested in
commuters and hopes to enlarge its usefulness each year.
Seated—Barrett, Carney, Calkins, Werber, Miss Ritchie, Coffin.
Standing—Cellucci, Clare, Taylor, Wiggin.
LIBRARY COUNCIL
Chairman
Secretary
Representatives:
Helene Coffin, '40
Jane McFarland, '41
Betty Calkins, '41
Donata Cellucci,
Faculty Advisor—Librarian-
Sylvia Werber, '40
Catherine Carney, '40
Marsaret Clare, '42
Jean Wiggin, '42
Elizabeth Barrett, '43
'43
-Miss Ritchie
The Library Council is composed of two representatives from each class, including
both commuting and boarding students, from the Household Arts and Elementary
Departments.
With as few rules as possible this able council helps to keep the books and students
in order. As a result the library is a popular place for quiet study and recreational
reading.
Seated—Wright, Donati, Carbeneau, Dean Savage, Plummer, Slaney.
Standing—Bowen, King.
QUIET AND ORDER COMMITTEE
Chairman ......
Laura Plummer, '40
Marjorie Pattison, '40
Ann Jouannett, '41
Irene Carbeneau, 41
Faculty Advisor—Dean S
Harriet Wright, '40
Charlotte King, '42
Katherine Donati, '42
Muriel Slaney, '43
Muriel Bowen, '43
avage
The interests of the Quiet and Order Committee, composed of two representatives
from each class, are many. A representative may be seen walking through the corridors,
vicariously jabbing at papers with a pointed stick. No, it isn't a case of transferred
resentment; it's the "order" part of the committee being put in practice. The efforts of
the "quiet'' side are directed to increasing quiet attendance at chapel and assembly.
Front—Waters, Barrett.
Second row—Carney, Patey, Geddes, Luthringer, Miss Chase.
Back row—Sullivan, Babson, Proctor, Tower, Durfee, Climo.
President
Vice-President
Secretary
CHEMISTRY COUNCIL
Faculty Advisor—Dr. Foster
Margaret Geddes, '40
Doris Luthringer, 41
Priscilla Patey, '42
Representatives:
Mary Durfee, '40
Catherine Carney, 40
Anne Tower, '41
Marjorie Babson, '41
Emily Climo, '42
Rose Sullivan, '42
Elizabeth Barrett, '43
Helen Proctor, '43
Jane Waska
Mary Waters
The honor system of the Chemistry Council is just another reason why the Framing-
ham girl should hold her head high and have a spring in her step. Inspired by its pledge
students develop a strong sense of loyalty, responsibility, and integrity.
The council consists of three members elected from each of the three upper classes
and two elected from the freshman class, with a faculty member from the chemistry
department as an advisor.
Seated—Miss Hall, Havner, Hosmer, Ford, Miss Chase.
Standing—Callahan, Cotton, Birch, Plastridge.
y. w. c. a.
President Janeth Ford, '40
Vice-President Alice Havner, '41
Secretary Marcia Bates, '42
Treasurer Katherine Haggblam, '42
a i . j Miss Eleanor Chase
I
Miss Corinne Hall
The calendar of events for 1939-1940:
1. A Poetry hour at the apartment of President and Mrs. O'Connor.
2. A Picnic on the back hill.
3. A fireside supper at Y. W. C. A. headquarters in Boston.
4. Halloween party in Dwight Hall with the "Sudbury Fiddlers" playing for
square dancing.
5. Dr. Yasa—ex-president of the Dashisha University in Japan, spoke on the
Japanese situation.
6. Dr. George Shepherd executive advisor of the "New Life Movement in China"
spoke on "The Far Eastern Triangle" China, Russia and Japan.
7. Christmas Carols at the Home for the Aged.
8. Three discussion groups with Protestant, Catholic and Rabbi speakers.
9. A March party.
10. Installation of officers.
11. Delegates sent to Toronto Conference, and general meetings in Boston of the
Student Christian Movement.
12. Delegates to be sent to Oatka Summer Conference in June.
Seated—O'Connor, .Rev. Fr. Dunford, Dwyer, Miss Joyce.
Standing—Blood, Martin, Good, McAuliffe.
THE THOMAS A'KEMPIS CLUB
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Federation Delegate
Publicity .
Faculty Advisor
Mary Dwyer, '40
Ursula O'Connor, 40
Marion Blood, '41
Alice McAuliffe, '40
Mary Good, '41
Delores F. Martin, '40
-Miss Alice Joyce
The purpose of the Thomas A Kempis Club is threefold: religious, educational, and
social.
The religious activities included the annual Retreat to the Sacred Heart Convent,
a discussion of the recent Papal Encyclical, and Father Dunford s question box.
Speakers provided the educational element with Father Hubbard presenting a
film, Alaska Silver Millions ' and Dr. Daniel O'Leary speaking on the "Background of
the Present War."
The formal dance at the Hotel Statler, two Communion Breakfasts were the out-
standing social events.
The Club has been capably assisted by their chaplain Reverend James Dunford and
their advisor, Miss Alice Joyce.
Congdon, Wells, Miss Kingman, Pel I issier, Currie
FINE ARTS CLUB
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Lois Currie, '41
Laura Pellissier, '40
Marion Congdon, '42
Eleanor Wells, '42
Faculty Advisor—Miss Louise Kingman
Ac{ivi"h es
September 20 Welcome to Old and New Members.
October 3 Speaker—Mr. Pettet—Subject: "New England Repertory Theatre''
November 7 Play—"The Night Club Girl."
December 12 Program by Puppetry Group.
January 22 Assembly program
—
"Emperor Jones" presented by the New England
Repertory Theater Company.
February 3 A fantasy—"Pierrot of the Minute" presented by the Work Shop
Players.
March 5 Speaker—Miss Hutchings on "Greek Drama."
April 12 Fine Arts Play
—
"Five Daughters."
May 7 Election of officers.
This year the Fine Arts Club has fostered and produced good drama. The club
may not have had any Katherine Cornells, but the members certainly have had fun, as
well as revealing their hidden abilities.
'FIVE DAUGHTERS" ~ FINE ARTS CLUB
presented April 12, 1940
Front row—Werber, Mothes, Hillner, Kinsman, Miss Buckley.
Back row—Lincoln, Shorrock, Cumminss.
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Program Chairman
Publicity Chairman
Finance Chairman
THE OFFICERS FOR 1939-1940
Phyllis Kinsman, '40
Charlotte Mothes, '41
Laura Weber, '40
Doris Cummings, '40
Dorothy Hillner, '40
Dorothy Shorrock, '40
Grace Lincoln, '40
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
The Home Economics Club was organized in 1924 and in 1930 took the name of
the Louisa A. Nicholass Home Economics Club in tribute to Miss Nicholass who for
many years was the beloved head of the Household Arts Department at Framingham.
The purpose of the club is to bring together the students of the Household Arts
and Vocational Departments of the college in order to keep them in touch with current
topics of general Home Economics interest; to have an organization about which home
economics may center; and to familiarize the students with the larger significance of
home economics its many and varied fields. The club is locally, state, and nationally
affiliated through the Eastern Massachusetts Home Economics Association, the Massa-
chusetts Home Economics Association and the American Home Economics Association.
The club is particularly indebted to their advisor Miss Muriel Buckley for her
loyal and untiring support. We would also like to extend our thanks to the faculty and
students upon whose co-operation and support has depended the success of all activities.
Blood, H. Murphy, J. Murphy
Evening Leader
Noon Leaders
FORUMS
Jane Murphy, '42
Helen Murphy, '40
Marcia Bates, '42
Marion Blood, '41
Miss Sarah Cummings is Faculty Advisor
Front row—Clarke, Brigham, Taylor, Geddes, Pel lissi er.
Second row—Lajoie, Blood, Dacey, Clampitt, Williamson, Pattison, Patten, Hackett.
Back row—Bruen, Carlson, Wiggin, Bastow, Walsh, Miss Armstrong, Miss Gerritson, Callahan,
Corre, Wilbur, Russo, Hathaway.
THE GATE POST
Staff for 1939-1940
Managing Editor Ruth Clampitt, '40
Assistant Editor Marjorie Pattison, '40
Editorial Staff:
Literary
Mary Callahan, '40
Hope Hathaway, '40
News .
Patricia Walsh, '42
Dorothy Dacey, '41
Sports Clerna Pierce, '41
Exchange Carolyn Bradish, '41
Faculty Marion Brigham, '41
Alumnae Mary Taylor, '42
Training School Mary Clarke, '40
Make-up •
Charlotte Lane, '42
Frances Wilbur, '40
Copy Joffrette Corre, '40
Social and Personal Alice Lajoie, '40
Special Reporters:
Music •
Phyllis Carlson, '40
Margaret Keyes, '40
Current Events Christina Hackett, '40
Movies Helen Bruen, '43
Cub Reporter Jane Bastow, '43
Business Manager Hazel Williamson, '41
Assistant Business Manager Rita Labarre, '42
Circulation Laura Pellissier, '40
Advertising Marion Blood, '41
Charlotte Patten, '41
Distribution i
Margaret Geddes, '40
Jean Wiggin, '42
Louise Russo, '43
Faculty Advisors
Miss Gerritson
Miss Armstrong
Seated—Blood, Walsh, McGaw, Clarke, Clare, Miss Lamed, Barrett.
Standing—Carlson, McAuliFfe, Savage, Barrett.
Oiudent Alu
Jottings from 1939-1940 Agenda
mnae Duildino fund
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Express appreciation for splendid co-operation.
Cancel order for red ink.
Report old favorites
—
postals, stationery, pencils, etc., still moving.
Recommend restocking Christmas wrappings and cards.
Broadcast appeal for suitable design for Framingham book plate.
Predict success of new ventures—handkerchief cases, book covers, book racks,
sewing kits, dust mops.
Announce investigation of silver coffee spoons and baby spoons with Framing-
ham seal.
Express regret that more people did not bring in old newspapers.
Canvass sentiment relative to course in salesmanship for rummage sales.
Advertise "Merrimade Products" for prospective brides.
Solicit interest in research work on "Candy Consumption in Training Teachers.
Advertise continued use of personal labels.
13. Suggest close-out of snow posters for comic valentines.
14. Find out why 500 people read one Readers Digest.
Approve adding jams and marmalades to college diets.
Thank faculty for voluntary contributions.
Encourage display of Harvard-Yale affiliations.
Bespeak continued support of co-operative enterprise.
Authorize announcement of bank balance of $3,544.64.
9
10
11
12
15
16
17
19
20
i-JAM, ^
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Librarian .
MUSICAL CLUBS
Margaret Keyes, 40
Francis Wilbur, '40
Ruth Chaput, '42
Marion Brigham, '41
Margaret Eagan. '40
Faculty Advisor—Mr. Edward Gilday
In December the Glee Club broadcasted its annual carol program en W. B. Z. A.
The same program was enjoyed again at the Christmas Candlelight Service in May Hall.
The program at the In-and-About Boston Music Supervisors Club at the University Club
was broadcast world wide via short wave.
Joint concerts with other colleges have been very successful as they provide an
opportunity to share beautiful music, and delightful Nelson Eddy—Jeannette MacDonald
situations sometimes arise. On February 9 the Glee Club of the Worcester Polytechnic
Institute visited the campus at May Hall and took part in a concert with the F. S. T. C.
club. Dancing followed. Good news travels fast even to the western part of the state,
and on March 15, the Glee Club traveled to Springfield, where another joint concert
was held with Massachusetts State College under the sponsorship of the Springfield-
Framingham Club.
As usual the Glee Club sponsored a night at the Pops Concert at Symphony Hall
in Boston.
The Choir has rendered splendid music for our chapel programs throughout the year.
ORCHESTRA
CHOIR
THE DIAL DANCE
NOVEMBER 10, 1939
Seated—Ferris, Parker, Patten, Blood, Durfee, King, Dacey, Stinson, Arbuckle, Hillner.
Standing—Barrett, Miss Taylor, Donati, Parker, Murphy, Congdon.
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer •
Publicity .
Hockey
Basketball
Hiking
Tennis
Volleyball
Modern Dance
Baseball
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 1939-1940
Mary Durfee, '40
Charlotte Patten, '41
Charlotte King, '42
Dorothy Dacey, '41
Faculty Advisor—Bernice W. Taylor
MANAGERS
Barbara Stinson, '41
Kay Donati, '42
Chris Parker, '40
Marion Congdon, '42
Dorothy Hillner, '40
Dorothy Olson, '41
Helen Murphy, '40
Gladys McGaw, '41
WEEK-END ACTIVITIES BOARD
Madeline Ferris, '41 Sylvia, Parker, '43
Jeanne Arbucke, '40 Rita Lambert, '42
Conference Delegate Marion Blood, '41
Freshman Representative Elizabeth Barrett, '43
ACTIVITIES
Throughout the year girls have opportunities to keep healthy through sports.
Beginning in the fall a wide selection is offered.
HOCKEY
Extra curricular Number One in the early fall days for those who are athletically
inclined.
BASKETBALL
During the winter months lovers of sports use their excess energy in some fast games
of basketball.
MODERN DANCE
The Modern Dance group is gaining popularity. It's a great way to become grace-
ful, girls!
RIDING
Although there are no stables on the hill, riding enthusiasts have opportunity to
use stables near by and find time to enjoy this popular sport.
TENNIS
With the first hint of good weather, the tennis rackets appear. The tennis court
is forever busy with games and tournaments.
VOLLEYBALL
The girls begin to play outdoor volleyball when the snow leaves the ground. A
good way to exercise.
BASEBALL
After classes on a cool afternoon is a splendid time to make use of baseballs, bats,
and gloves and to get into a game full of home runs.
CALENDAR FOR 1939-1940
October 17 Harvard-Yale mass meeting with Outdoor Supper afterwards.
November 10 and 11 Fitchburg Conference.
November 21 Harvard-Yak Cheer Practice.
November 24 and 25 Harvard-Yale Week-end.
January 23 Badminton Exhibition by Massachusetts Badminton Association.
February 27 Stunt Night.
March 8 Assembly—Dean Ernst Hermann.
Front row—Webb, Carney, Dacey.
Back row—O'Donnell, Maxwell.
HARVARD BASKETBALL
Captain Catherine Carney, '40
Helen Maxwell, '41 Gladies Bell, '42
Clerna Peirce, '41 Amy Porter, '42
Mary O'Donnell, '40
Sue
Dorothy Dacey Cora Webb, '41
Front row—Lambert, Weber, Arbuckle.
Back row—Totilas, Parker, Davis.
YALE BASKETBALL
Captain Laura Webber, '40
Christine Parker, '40 Hester McCaffrey, '40
Jeanne Arbuckle, '40 Rita Lambert, '42
Florence Totilas, '42
Subs
Louise Richardson, '42 Irene Davis, '43
Front row—Parker, Moynihan, Brigham, Blood, Stinson, Hazlett, Murphy.
Back row—Russo, Thibeault, Pane, Donati, Cotter.
HARVARD HOCKEY TEAMS
Captain Marion Blood, '41
Marion Brigham, '41
Betty Pane, '41
Joanna Hazlett, '41
Barbara Stinson, '41
Kay Donati, '42
Anne Moynihan, '43
Leola Thibeault, '43
Helen Murphy, '40
Peggy Cotter, '40
Louise Russo, 43
Sylvia Parker, '43
Subs
Betsey Kearney, 43
Elizabeth Penrose, '42
Front row—Savignano, Barrett, Durfee, Coffin, Ellis.
Back row—Story, Congdon, Keylor, Hillner, Stacy, King.
YALE HOCKEY TEAM
Captain Mary Durfee, '40
Phyllis Ellis, '42
Marion Congdon, '42
Dorothy Hillner, '40
Olive Stacy, '41
Betty Sto-ey, '41
Charlotte King, '42
Helene Coffin, '40
Alvena Savignano, '42
Marjorie Keylor, '40
Betty Barrett, '43
Eleanor Cook, '42
Subs
Jo Biancardi, '42
Kathleen Costello, '42
HARVARD-YALE
5CORE5
BASKETBALL
Ydle^37
Harvard—31
HOCKEY
Yale—
1
Harvard—
:u

HORACE MANN DRIVEWAY
Dioorapny
Uml L^alendar Kevue
September 18
"School Days"
—
September 25-29
"Bend Down Sister"
September 27
"With the Wind and
the Rain in Her Hair"-
October 2
"I'm So Sorry for Myself"
—
October 9
"All the Things You Are"-
October 11
"Down-town Strutters Ball"
—
October 16
"Auld Lang Syne"
—
October 25
"The Honorable Mr. So and So'
October 31
"The Little Man Who
Wasn t There"
November 10
"Please Be Kind"—
-
November 24-25
"Mongrel Song"
—
Classes began. New faces. New laces. New resolutions.
New dissolutions!
Freshman Initiation Week—Seniors whooed (?) like owls
while Freshmen measured feathers. Nice work if you can
get it.
Senior—Freshman Picnic—An indoor picnic, but not from
choice. Hamburgers and rolls. Find the hamburger and
you get one free.
Freshman Court—Never mind, Freshman. Wait till you're
a nice, big, powerful Senior.
Field Day—Faculty and students competing. Games and
frivolity. Remember the balloon race? That went over
with a bang!
Student-Co-operative Dance—Confucius say: Tremendous
crowd; so use Nevins Hall. Informal, but velly much fun.
Hampton Singers— Friend's ad infinitum.
'
—Robert P. Tristram Coffin—Deliciously interesting and
refreshing. Come again, Mr. Coffin?
y. W. C. A. Hallowe'en Party—Horrible horrors and
ghastly ghosts roamed the halls. More fun for the kiddies.
Dial Dance—Has any one seen the large Framingham
banner?
Harvard-Yale week-end
—
The week-end starts with a Mock Man dance at night,
An occasion when there s not a man in sight (except for
the faculty).
The morrow brings the hockey and basketball feat,
Where the red and blue for honors compete.
At night there's a banquet for some to partake
Of turkey, potatoes, but alas, not of STEAK!
Then off to the movies to relax and grow stout
And the week-end activities to think much about.
AND SO TO BED.
December 8
"Over the Waves"
—
December 15
"Sophisticated Lady'
December 1
8
"Deck the Halls"—
December 19
Hark, the Herald Angels Sins'
International Night—Most successful. Favorable com-
ments filled the air for weeks afterward. Many thanks to
Home Ec.
A'Kempis Dance—Hotel Statler overrun with vivacious
ladies in taffetas, laces, and nets, and gallant gentlemen
looking handsome in their formal attire. Fun? Of course.
Christmas Banquet and Candlelight Service—Turkey and
all the trimmings, not forgetting the ice cream. Impressive
ceremony of candlelight followed the banquet. Glee
Club sang. "Follow the Gleam" especially beautiful.
— Senior Caroling. Cold toes and noses, but hearts.
January 1 5-19
"N'ya, N'ya, N'ya said
the Little Fox"
Mid-year Exams. No curls, no make-up. Just ' Dark
Eyes."
February 27
'Thanks for the Memories"
March 9
"Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny'
March 15
'The Lost Chord"
—
April 5
"In the Mood'
April 12
"Starlit Hour"-
May 3
'The Lamp is Low'
May 13
"Maytime'
Stunt Night—A night of fiestas, Shakespeare, Fred Waring,
puppets and campus life. Orchids to the faculty for good
sportsmanship, honors to the Seniors, and a wish of
Better luck the next time" to the others.
Vic Party—Ping pong tables, Hop Ching and cards in
vogue. Oh, yes, dancing, of course.
Joint Glee Club Concert with Mass. State
—
"Well, we
had a good time anyway." A social success. Ask the girls!
Gate Post Dance—The new editor initiated. Spring's
activities initiated. A success in spite of the poster which
said, "Swing with the Gate Post."
Fine Arts Play— I Have Five Daughters," an adaptation
from Jane Austen s Pride and Prejudice." Compliments
to Miss Kingman and the cast for a superb production.
Junior Prom—Light hearts and light feet. Memories of a
scintillating night.
May Day—Sophomores' day. Pastel colors predominate,
suggesting Spring. A day of May Queens and pageant.
May 16
"Serenade"— Pops—Framingham Night at Symphony Hall in Boston.
Enthusiastically attended by faculty and students. Boston
Symphony Orchestra, and the Glee Club performed. A
comment: "It was wonderful."
May 31
Beautiful Dreamer"- Senior Prom—Happy, yet sad occasion for Seniors. Long
awaited, yet long hated, if that makes sense. It does to the
Seniors!
June 2
"The Heavens Resound"- Baccalaureate—Seniors meet for worship. Leave with
new hopes and new confidence.
June 5
' Counting Daisy Petals"— Class Day—A Senior Day. Pageantry and songs help
make up the program, the daisy chain at dusk, climaxes the
events of the day.
June 6
"Don't Worry About Me, Graduation—A Senior becomes an alumna. With tassel
I'll Get Along"— tossed, sheepskin in hand, she is a full-fledged "woman of
the world."
Mariorie Pattison, '40
wr- - »
Class Will
We, Fair, Fat and Naughty, the Class of 1940, being now of superior intellect,
which we have accumulated in the last four years (or was it four months!), do bequeath
with malice toward none, several of our pet aversions to (mankind and friends) before
we leave the ivy covered walls of this intellectual institution.
THE FACULTY
To President O Connor—We bequeath our gratitude for seeing us through four
years of College, and our appreciation for the honor he has conferred on us by being a
member of the Graduating Class of 1940 at F. S. T. C.
To Miss Larned—Our appreciation and thanks for all she has done to make our
senior days and activities the successes they have been.
To Mr. Sullivan—Our thanks for bringing to Framingham, Youth, Irish blue eyes,
and new ideas.
To Miss Armstrong—We bequeath a perfect fail-proof psychology class in some
year to come.
To Miss Gardner—We bequeath reams of best quality paper and cords of 4H
pencils.
To Miss Carter—We bequeath bales of cotton with which to stuff the ventilator
as a defense against floating sounds from the music room.
To Mr. Gilday—Some anti-steam pipes for Glee Club Hour.
To Miss Hall—Curtains
COLLECTIVELY
The Elementaries of the Class of 1940 leave the joys of place names to succeeding
generations.
The Commuters leave their fleetness of foot to their bus-chasing sisters.
The H. A. s leave the memory of the crocker they didn't have to the H. A. Juniors.
The H. A.'s insist they leave gallons of "Galantine of Chicken" to State Street
residents.
INDIVIDUALLY
Maria Delaney leaves the news on the hour, every hour, to the cub reporter,
Connie Carter.
Marguerite Kirby leaves a well beaten path to Holy Cross to Mary De Courcey.
Mary O'Donnell bequeaths the Maridor and all its assets to Fran Westart.
Marguerite Eagan leaves her "Relatives" to posterity.
Laura Plummer and Ruth Kellaway bequeath "Milk and Sandwiches" to any one
that is hungry.
Louise Parker left without leaving her apparent sophistication.
Jeanne Arbuckle bequeaths the thrill of managing the ' Dial to Clerna Peirce.
Kay Barrett hereby bequeaths her unquenchable zeal and enthusiasm to Helen
Maxwell.
Emma Dorr leaves her super efficiency in accomplishing results in and out of the
classroom to Dot Olson.
Grace Lincoln leaves "Chauncy" to Katherine Kern.
Phil Carlson leaves her magnetic personality to Miriam Walsh.
Helene Coffin bequeaths the fulfilment of her desire to fly home to Nantucket to
her freshman sister, Betty Barrett.
Joffrette Corre bequeaths her power to charm to "Buck and Wing."
Catherine Mauriello bequeaths her recipe for Italian spaghetti and "How to
Eat it" to Mae Cronin.
Nellie Kontrim leaves her fastidiousness in dress to Lillian Gendron.
Frances Martin bequeaths a profitable summer at Vineyard Haven to all those
desirous of assured happiness.
Jennie Cheserone bequeaths her omnipresent contagious laughter to harassed
under classmen.
Ruth Clampitt leaves the next "Gate Post" Editor, Mary Good, the privilege of
struggling to extract literary contributions from her Framingham classmates.
Sylvia Werber bequeaths her typed talks on Anatomy' to Miss Hunt.
Ursula O'Connor leaves her foreign correspondence to future history classes to
use as reference.
Mary Durfee leaves her apparent blissfulness ' to all other "Romers ' on Cape Cod.
Rhoda Caulder leaves the never-to-be-forgotten trays of burnt offerings to Vivian
Hogan.
Mary Clarke leaves her understanding of Youngsters ' to succeeding generations
of practice teachers.
Louise Andrews and Evelyn Clune leave their tradition of friendship to all under-
classmen.
Harriet Wright can not share her surface ease in mobilizing a militia of gallant
swains, but bequeaths her beautiful blue eyes, even temperament and her abundance of
wit to Pat Walsh.
Rita Hayes and Gen. Douglas leave their dancing feet to Susan Ellery and
Virginia Cook.
Mary Lou Rousseau leaves her "sound proof walls" to those who wouldst be quiet.
Bibby McCarthy leaves her ability to say the wrong thing at the wrong time to
Margaret Berry.
Marguerite Clarke leaves her ability to hold the second altos part in the Glee
Club to Marion Congdon.
Alice Donnellan leaves her carefree spirit to care worn freshmen.
Mary Dwyer bequeaths her conscientious study habits and her competence to all
students of F. S. T. C.
Esther Schultz bequeaths one facsimile of the famed Schultz legs to Muriel Slaney.
Sylvia Birch bequeaths her bath chart and bath towel to Jackie La Voie.
Madelyn Grant leaves her talent in drawing to future Framingham girls.
Laura Weber to Mary Curran bequeaths her crisp personality and healthy sparkle.
Like senior like freshman!
Bunny Carney bequeaths the National Hotel at Block Island to all students aspiring
for summer romance. Requisite: You have to have blue eyes and a turned up nose.
Margaret Keyes leaves the honor of singing for Framingham to Margaret Clare.
Esther Elaine Currie leaves her famed 1000 calories diet to Eva Fresia.
Eileen Kelley leaves "In the Mood" for attending classes to all sophomores.
Margie Keylor bequeaths her enthusiasm and desire to get things right to under-
classmen about to yield to lethargy. She takes "Johnny" along with her!
The Three Musketeers, Hester, Georgia and Grace leave respectively, Hester to
Jane McFarland her voice of authority, Georgia to Helen Johnson her chemical knowl-
edge, and Grace bequeaths giggles and doughnuts to Louise Bacon.
Helen Chick bequeaths her Camenbert Cheese to all the mice in Crocker. Is
her corridor good?
Roddy Walsh leaves her love of Spanish music and a form of Spanish dance, to all
students interested in the art.
Pauline D'Elia leaves her clothing accomplishments to Helen Proctor.
Peggy Cotter leaves her sweet understanding nature to all succeeding classes.
Del Martin leaves her faculty for intelligent questioning to bewildered students.
Alice LaJoie bequeaths her specimen writing for future Biology notebooks.
Dorothy Lancaster and Marion Currier leave their "joie de vivre" to Anna Moulton
and Dorothy Mae White.
Doris Cummings leaves her checks and double checks to girls who think bankers'
hours are leisure hours.
Peggy MacDonald leaves her sense of humor to any student or students who desire
to drive dull care away.
Margie Pattison leaves her unselfishness and all around good fellowship to become
part of the Framingham tradition.
Pearl Cantwell bequeaths her scrupulously clean room to Grace Flavin.
Dorothy Hillner leaves her advice for all future student waitresses to work at the
Principals' Convention. See what happened to our Dot then!
Laura Pellissier leave: the inevitable combination of beauty, vivaciousness and
comradeship to Margaret Clare.
I, Santina Riley bequeath to my freshman Frances Nolan all the unexpected enjoy-
ment I have had during my stay at F. S. T. C.
Olive Stacy bequeaths her famed "drop seat," Dr. Denton's, to Isis Waterman.
Barbara Savage leaves her analytical mind to all students, especially those who are
studying Civics or Psychology.
Rachel Callahan leaves her ability to smile gracefully to Lois Carpenter.
Janeth Ford bequeaths her feet first, "a la Charlie Chaplin" to Marguerite Sexton.
Frances Wilbur bequeaths her graceful rhythmic service to Miss Kingsman's future
tennis classes.
Josephine Profita leaves her much envied wavy hair to Ruth Fahey.
Phyllis Kinsman bequeaths her punctuality to Ruth Randall.
Chris Parker bequeaths the task of assembling and mimeographing programs to her
unknown successor.
Dorothy Shorrock leaves her statistics and long may they wave.
Elvie Davis leaves her stately graciousness to the May Day queens to come.
Helen Murphy and Christine Hackett leave their tip-of-the-tongue knowledge of
history to incoming freshmen bewildered by the vastness of the stream of history.
Gladys Hedge leaves her "Crocker-Dial" tears to unfortunates who were never
hostesses at Crocker-Bement.
Mary Sacco leaves her Friday chats with Mr. Sullivan to Ruth Neuhart.
Signed, MARGARET KEYES
SANTINA RILEY
L^lass I ropnecy
Time: 1950 A.D.
Place: A dreamy island in the South Seas.
A girl is lying on a rock, basking in the sun. She yawns and stretches.
Marylou: Ho-o-Hu-u-m
Voice: Land Ahoy! Ahoy there.
Marylou: What's that? Sounds like a human voice, but I haven't heard one for almost
ten years.
Voice (drifting in on a raft): I've been shipwrecked! Have you any spare water here?
Marylou (almost overcome): Harriet Wright! Can it really be you? Welcome to Leisure
Isle! Come right up to the hut and have a glass of water and a cocoanut or two.
I'm almost out of provisions, but the airplane'll drop off my supplies next fall, so
you needn't worry. Where were you going when you were wrecked?
Harriet (walking toward hut with M—.): Well, you remember the trouble they used to
have back at Framingham, locating graduates? They have a new system now, and
someone is appointed from each class to travel around and visit all of her fellow
graduates and then submit reports for school records. I am from the Class of 1940,
but of course I never hoped to see you anywhere, as everyone seems to have lost
all trace of you since 1941 when you disappeared.
Marylou: Well, I'm so glad you dropped in! Tell me, who pays for all this traveling
around?
Harriet: Oh, our traveling expenses are almost entirely paid for by endowments! You
must remember Maggie Kirby. Well, she's given enough to take care of most of
my expenses.
Marylou: She did! Well, she must have plenty. What s she doing anyway?
Harriet: Nothing mucn—she just travels—her husband has plenty of money and appar-
ently can afford to buy her all the luxuries she wants.
Marylou: Tell me about some more of them! What about Santina, Esther, and all of those
kids?
Harriet: Let me see now—Santina is running a Personality School where girls are trained
in the art of Graciousness, and Esther is devoting her talents to a very charming
college shoppe in one of the more select college towns, although I have heard
that now both girls are beset with a choice between marriage and career.
Marylou: Go on—this is very interesting.
Harriet: Elvi Davis is married, and is very active in Finnish-American Activities; Anna
Kassabian is an instructor of Nutrition for Nurses in a New York Hospital, Jennie
Pecevich is way out in California, where she is head dietitian. And you remember
Eileen Kelley don't you? She is now one of the most popular young teachers in
Boston—with her pupils that is—and as for the others—well, Eileen is considering
a number of offers of marriage and probably won't be teaching much longer. Oh,
yes, Dot Lancaster—and Marion Currier are operating a tea room in New Hamp-
shire, its rapidly getting famous.
Marylou: What about Phil Carlson—she was our Class President?
Harriett: You won t be surprised at this. Phil is one of our leading operatic stars and
is at present on a country-wide tour. Florence Wheeler is traveling with her as
accompanist. Which reminds me—Margaret Keyes and Jennie Chesarone now
have a very successful school of music and claim as their graduates many of our most
popular present day singers, Elson Neddy and Arion Manderson. Katherine
Barrett has reached the top of the ladder as a consultant for political aspirants to
whom she reveals the Secret of Success. Ursula O'Connor has married a play-
wright and is famous as a gracious hostess for celebrities. Frannie Wilbur is mar-
ried and living in Southern France.
Marylou: I suppose Phil Kinsman is married, too?
Harriet: Why, no, she is professor of a famous course inaugurated at Framingham called
"Interrogation'' or "Science 7-74." And Mary Callahan operates her own
school of the Spoken Word, the aim of which is to develop more enthusiastic
speaking voices. Helen Chick has an ultra-exclusive Dress Shoppe, where she
employs two of our former classmates, Roddy Walsh and Joff Corre.
Marylou: What about Nat Plastridge?
Harriet: She has a very ente rprising agency called Can We Help You Out?", which
wijl arrange anything from planning and serving a full-course dinner for fifty to
taking your dog for an airing. I don t suppose you have a radio here?
Marylou: No, I never use the things myself. I ve been too busy catching up on sleep,
anyway, to spend any time with them. Why do you ask?
Harriet: Well, if you did have, you could hear several old friends regularly on the air,
for Evelyn Clune and Louise Andrews conduct a daily program from nine to ten
in the morning, entitled "The Art of Conversation." Also Bunny Carney may be
heard as a foreign commentator for the Town Crier, although a promising young
M. D. is hoping soon to persuade her to say "yes." Frequently you can hear
Maria Delaney, who is the Girl Friday for a columnist, when she substitutes for
him on his "Keyholers Broadcast." Lois Bemis has the impressive title of Lecturer
at the Faretheewell Hospital in Maine, where she daily delivers interesting talks.
Bunny McAuliffe is a bookkeeper in a New York City Library System. Mary
Dwyer is a school principal in a progressive Connecticut community. Teaching
in this same school, I found Helen Wozniak and Harriet Hobbs, and Ruth Spaulding
is in charge of the school cafeteria there. Helen Coffin is back at Framingham as
head of the elementary department.
Marylou: What about Shirley Norman? Is she teaching too?
Harriet: Yes, she taught for a year,- then she continued her dramatic studies and is now
a rising young actress. Christine Parker is married and is living in her home town.
Marjorie Keylor is a vocalist with one of the leading orchestras. Mary Whelan is
in Hollywood as a diet consultant for the stars.
Marylou: Where is Margaret Goyette?
Harriet: She is proprietor of a very busy tea room where Framingham girls can dine in
the Modern Manner. Madelyn Grant may be seen any summer sketching in the
art colonies on the coast of Maine. Mary Clark is a woman judge in a court of
Human Relations. Edna Roberts and Alice Donnellan are both happily married,
Edna is living in Mexico. Alice is living in Alaska. Oh, yes, Marguerite Eagan is
head of the Parent Teachers Association in Somerset. Another leading clubwoman
is Olive Stacy, who is president of the Women's National Fire Prevention Com-
mittee.
Marylou: What's happened to Hope Hathaway?
Harriet: Well, her name is no longer Hathaway, for she is married and living near
Boston, where she is rapidly achieving fame as a poetess. Christine Hackett has
taken Dorothy Thompson's place in the literary and newspaper world. Dolores
Martin is head of the sales department for the Flit Company. Peggy Cotter owns a
book shop, which is located in Harvard Square. Mary Devine is a music critic for
a California newspaper. Margaret Mueller and Beatrice Robart have a summer
and winter school located in Florida in the winter and in Maine in the summer.
Ruth Page also works with young children,- she has started a Home Economics
course for children of primary age.
Marylou: What about Nellie Kontrim and Grace Lincoln?
Harriet: Well, Nellie is now in charge of admissions at a large clinic, while Grace has
discovered a new plant hormone which causes milk weed pods to grow to tre-
mendous proportions and is now working on a use for the enlarged pods. Pauline
D'Elia is a dramatic coach in a greater Boston High School. Dorothy Hillner is
married and now has the title of "superintendent's wife,'' for her husband is head
of a large western school system. Margaret McDonald has replaced Cornelia
Otis Skinner in the theater as a monologist, whose most famous monologue is
"The Glory that was Rome's.'' Jeanne Arbuckle and her husband are now co-
editors of a very popular magazine. Marjorie Pattison is also working in the liter-
ary field, being fashion editor for Mademoiselle. Louise Parker does demonstration
work for the state extension department. Marjorie Lowney is director of musical
shows, in which she has gained fame for her originality and cleverness of presenta-
tion.
Marylou: I suppose Alice Lajoie is teaching?
Harriet: No, as a matter of fact she writes for a syndicated newspaper. I believe she
edits the homemakers page called The Family Circle." Doris Cummings is a
dietitian in a resort hotel located in the Swiss Alps. Mary Durfee has proved that
a marriage and career can mix, for she is likewise a social worker for the Hull
House in Chicago. Mary Murphy and Ruth Flynn are recreation hostesses on the
southern steamship lines.
Marylou: Well, fine, they might run into me sometime. Where is Dot Long now?
Harriet: Let me see: oh, yes, she's married, but we were unable to get in touch with
her, for at the present she is traveling around Europe. Margaret Geddes teaches at
Columbia, and Janith Ford is making quite a success with her singing in local
circles. Emma Dorr still prefers teaching in a Vermont town, although she has had
numerous offers from larger schools in New England. Dorothy Scully is teaching
down in Mexico. At the same time she owns a large ranch. Mary O'Donnell has
set up a chain of ice cream spas across the nation. Ann Wuorenma owns a number
of tea rooms out in Minnesota. Dorothy Shorrock is doing research work at a
German university, Leona Jurusz writes an up-to-the-minute sub-deb column in
a popular woman's magazine. Rita Hayes and Genevieve Douglas have a very
exclusive salon of Ballroom Dancing in Chicago.
Marylou: What are Agatha Powers and Gladys Hedge doing?
Harriet: Agatha owns a delightful curio shop located in Bermuda, and Gladys Hedge
is designing clothes for a New York dress shop. Remember Bibbie McCarthy?
Well, she is one of the most efficient career women in the country, being dietitian
and sales executive for a commercial food establishment. Helen Murphy has re-
cently written a book called "Days and Years of Framingham," which is a best
seller among historical novels. Barbara Savage is working on her much publicized
topography relief maps of the world. Georgia Schlepergrell is teaching nutrition
in a Junior College. Josephine Profita is a demonstrator, although they are now
called lecturers,- she has boosted the sales of her company's products tremendously.
Esther Currie is dean of women at the University of Pennsylvania. Ruth Kellway
and Laura Plummer own a very charming tea room and gift shop located in Virginia.
Catharine Maurillo owns a millinery shop. She designs all her own hats and is
famous both in the States and abroad. Let's see now. Mary Sacco has charge of
the Teachers' Placement Service located in Boston. Grace Watters and Hester
McCaffrey plan hilarious and entertaining parties. The name Watters and McCaffrey
coincides with successful parties. Sylvia Birch owns a florist shop. She won a
prize at the Flower Show this year. Rhoda Calder owns a china shop located in
the summer at Martha's Vineyard and winters in different cities and countries.
Last year she was in Nice, France. Perhaps you didn't know, but Martha's Vine-
yard is the Bermuda of the present day, so great is its popularity for tourists. Rachel
Callahan owns a candy factory. Pearl Cantwell is a railroad dining car hostess
between here and Florida. Frances Martin is married and living in Martha's Vine-
yard. Laura Weber is a buyer for Saks' Fifth Avenue Store in New York. Ruth
Clampitt, who is married has composed and orchestrated several famous musical
compositions. Marguerite Clarke is married and living in Hawaii. If you were
back in the States, you would see Laura Pellessier's face adorning the covers of
some of our famous magazines. Well, I guess that finishes the whole class. Inter-
esting, isn't it, to see what has become of all our classmates!
Marylou: Yes. By the way, Harriet, I guess you'll be staying here on Leisure Isle for a
while, at least until the fall when the plane passes.
Harriet: That's all right with me!! Ho-Hum! I'm sleepy after my hectic days adrift.on a
raft. Shall we retire?
Class of '40 -- In Review
On September eighteenth, nineteen hundred and thirty-six, more than one hun-
dred bewildered neophytes viewed the campus of Framingham State Teachers College
with the realization that this was to be their "stamping grounds" for the next four years.
The first few weeks of our life as freshmen were filled to the brim with social
activities—teas, receptions, picnics, and theatre parties given in our honor entitled us
to be rightfully called the busiest people on campus. There was no time for home-
sickness. Our senior sisters mothered us and bullied us—as the occasion demanded.
Social affairs became more scattered as we settled down to a normal, routine life.
It was then that we became acquainted with the more serious qualities of our classmates
and elected our officers: Mary Clarke, president; Bunny McAuliffe, vice-president;
Mary Callahan, secretary,- and Doris Cummings, treasurer. These leaders, and Miss
Carter, our faculty advisor, guided us through a happy, successful college year. We
attained no outstanding superiority but contributed lustily to the fun of Harvard-Yale
week-end, Stunt Night, and other important Framingham events.
Only a few of our members found final exams really "final" and when, in the fall of
nineteen hundred and thirty-seven, the majority of us were blessed with the oppor-
tunity to return to college, we gratefully and gleefully made our reappearance.
Our class attacked the problems and events of this year with the sophistication of
typical sophomores. Phyllis Carlson was our new president, Katherine Barrett, vice-
president,- Jeanne Arbuckle, secretary,- and Janeth Ford, treasurer. Miss Larned, who
radiated energy to every committee worker, was our class advisor.
Many changes had taken place prior to fall of this year. In the spring we had bid
fond farewell to our beloved ' Archie" and now we welcomed as head of the Music
department, Mr. Edward F. Gilday.
Dwight Hall, that ' new building which we had regarded with eager curiosity
the year before now stood ready for use.
Later in the fall we lost Miss Poole, of the Clothing department, and Miss Catherine
Brosnan, of the class of '37, returned to Framingham to take her place on the faculty.
Soon, under the capable direction of Miss Cummings, Miss Larned, and Meave
Sullivan, that spirited junior, a drive was initiated to raise funds for the erection of a
student-alumni building here on campus. This organization came to be known as the
S. A. B. F. and has become the burning concern of every Framingham girl, past and
present.
This year Harvard and Yale week-end was unique. Students and guests were
compelled to roll SNOW off the hockey fieldl
Then came Stunt Night—that hilarious affair when the faculty produced "Snow
White. We will never forget Miss Armstrong as Dopey and Mr. O'Connor as hand-
some Prince Charming.
Soon preparations for May Day were under way. Elvi Davis, who was chairman
of the Script Committee was also elected May Queen. Every member of the class
worked zestfully toward making this the best May Day ever. Then, on May twentieth,
the date for which it was scheduled, the sky was filled with formidable gray clouds
which soon began to scatter rain. May Day was postponed. However, a later date
brought blue sky and blobs of fluffy white clouds. Our lovely May Queen was crowned
before a large audience who also witnessed the return of ancient Romans and the people
of old England to celebrate spring, in the persons of us sophomores.
In Jur^ Dwight Hall was formally dedicated and we elected as our officers for the
following year: Katherine Barrett, president; Phyllis Carlson, vice-president,- Mary
Callahan, secretary,- and Janeth Ford, treasurer. It was then also that the student body
elected Mary Clarke to serve as secretary of the S. C. A. for the second term.
The following September we returned to college a bit daunted by the prospects
of apprentice teaching and house practise. But these events came in such rapid suc-
cession that we scarcely had time to realize their existence.
That year began with the hurricane. Fierce winds and rain swept across the
campus. Many trees were uprooted and the windows of May Hall became shattered
to bits. The roof over the assembly hall was so badly damaged that we could hold no
more assemblies and no Stunt Night there that year.
May fifth, the long awaited day, brought the Junior Prom. Louise Parker and her
committee in charge of decorations cleverly transformed Peirce Hall dining room into
a Paris street scene. Tables and chairs were cagily placed about the dance floor to
represent the out-of-door cafe of Paris. The sophomores who served as ushers, hostesses,
and checkers performed their duties in French peasant costumes. An abundance of
colorful flowers conveyed the spirit of spring which was also evident in the light-weight
gowns of the dancers.
That busy year came to an eventful close. Many of us participated in the Centen-
nial celebrations which honored the one-hundredth anniversary of our college—the
oldest of its kind in America. Enviously we helped with commencement activities and
reverently whispered) "One more year."
The student body elected Katherine Barrett to the position of president of the
S. C. A. for the school year of nineteen thirty-nine and forty. Mary Clarke was chosen
first vice-president and Elvi Davis second vice-president. Phyllis Carlson was elected
president of the senior class, Barbara Savage, vice-president; Olive Stacy, secretary;
and Margaret Geddes, treasurer.
The class began its final year with the spirit and zest typical of seniors entering
wholeheartedly into the excitement of having freshman sisters and, in general, being the
oldest and wisest students in the college.
Investiture came early in the fall. We remembered how we had witnessed this
ceremony with aweful respect in former years and were reluctant to realize that we
were now being invested.
Harvard and Yale week-end saw our classmates in competitive school athletics
for the last time and soon Ruth Clampitt, our editor of the "Gate Post," was to relinquish
her position to Mary Good, a junior.
Stunt Night brought fame to our class. For the first time our numerals became a
part of the Stunt Night banner. Much of our success was due to the skilful direction
of Dorothy Hillner who coached and guided us through an effective reproduction of
Fred Waring's radio program.
Preparations for Class Day, Graduation and the Prom are already in progress. The
day rapidly approaches when we will leave behind us four years of memories and take
with us culture and experience gained not only through twenty-odd years of living but
by four glorious years at Framingham.
Hope Hathaway,
Mary Clarke.
HENRY WHITTEMORE GATE
BfW*
HORACE MANN HALL
CROCKER HALL
NOW
and
THEN
lavorites
Teacher:
Subject:
Novel:
Author:
Movie:
Movie Actor:
Movie Actress:
Stage Actor:
Stage Actress:
Undergraduate:
Type Man:
Magazine:
Career:
Greatest Need:
Man's College:
Orchestra:
Cigarette:
Popular Song:
Sport:
Radio Program:
Miss Larned
Science
Rebecca"'
A. J. Cronin
"Gone With the Wind"
James Stewart
Bette Davis
Franchot Tone
Helen Hayes
The Freshman Class
Tall, tan, and terrific
"Mademoiselle"
Marriage
Men
Yale
Glen Miller
Chesterfield
"All the Things You Are'
Basketball
920 Club
SEEN IN THE LIBRARY
Paradise Lost
The Call of the Wild"
The Rains Came"
Disputed Passage"
Man They Hanged"
Blowing Weather"
Derelict"
Forever Free"
Once Aboard the Lugger'
Light That Failed"
Hungry Hearts"
Wood-fire In No. 3"
Tales"
9:35 Sunday night
The dinner bell
No classes
Four years at F. S. T. C.
Is it possible?
The hurricane
Crocker Hall
Graduation Day
Registration Day
Lights out at twelve o'clock
Us
Fire on 3rd floor H. M. H.
Late excuses
SYNTHETIC SENIOR
To Louise Parker's hair add Ruth Clampitt's eyes, Roddy Walsh's nose and Margie
Keylor's mouth. Select one developed dimple and insert into Dorie Cumming's chin.
Cover well with Pearl Cantwell's skin. Fold in Dottie Hillner's ears and add a few
drops of red vegetable coloring to the whole. Set on Bunny Carney's neck and allow
to harden.
In preparing the main dish, to Marguerite Clark's figure, add Margie Kirby's clothes.
As a foundation use Helene Coffin's feet.
Make a sauce of Emma Dorr's scholastic ability, Mary Clark's friendliness, Margaret
Keyes's jollity, and Mary Durfee's good sportsmanship.
Beat until very smooth.
MUSICAL NOTES
"All the Things You Are"
"I'm Getting Sentimental over You"
"Careless"
Blue Orchids"
"One Cigarette for Two
Blue Evening"
"My Prayer"
"It's a Blue World"
"This Changing World"
"Faithful Forever"
"It's a Hap Hap Happy Day"
"An Apple for the Teacher"
"Tuxedo Junction"
"I Must Have One More Kiss, Kiss, Kiss'
"Oh, Johnny"
"I Can't Afford to Dream"
"Our Love"
"Tomorrow Night"
At Junior Prom
During Senior Week
Where chapel is concerned
Mr. Sullivan's eyes
At the end of your allowance
Week-day nights
Oh, for a man
During exam week
From high school to F. S. T. C.
To you, Dear Framingham
Graduation Day
To the Juniors
At a formal
11:593^ P.M. Saturday night
Hero of the Sr. Twin Trio
I've still got 60 pages to do
Or is it "Moon Love," Mr. Gilday?
Is Friday—wheel
CHEMISTRY
One must know the valence of this and of that
And the why of a color that's used in a hat,
And the motive that urges the wing of a bat.
Your tears are profuse over compounds of zinc.
You ache when you study of iron and ink
;
I could throttle the man who first started to think
Of that brain whirling mystery,
Worse than all history.
You guessed it—Chemistry.
GLAMOUR GIRL
1940 Framingham Style
the hair of Louise Parker the poise of Joffrette Corre
the eyes of Ruth Clampitt the popularity of Mary Whelan
the complexion of Mary Lou Rosseau the dancing ability of Peggy Cotter
the smile of Laura Pellessier the exquisite taste of Margie Kirby
the figure of Rita Hayes the vitality of Delores Martin
the hands of Alice Lajoie the enthusiasm of Emma Dorr
the voice of Shirley Norman the diplomacy of Kay Barrett
the personality of Santina Riley the "joie de vivre" of Marion Currier
the clothes of Ursula O'Connor the sportsmanship of Mary Durfee
the brains of Lois Bemis the versatility of Mary Callahan
the fastidiousness of Marge Pattison the sweetness of Mary Clarke
the wit of Phyl Carlson the generosity of Sylvia Werber
A LA GERTRUDE STEIN
Muffins, muffins, morning murfins
Morning murfins
Mourning muffins
noontime muffins
morning murfins
even evening morning muffins
Junior clothier—pattern making
Split and spread
spread and split
split the spread
and spread the split!
\^an You m ag, ne
1. President O'Connor not recalling?
2. Miss Turner inefficient?
3. Miss Sparrow not saying, "Sorry to be late '?
4. Miss French in a temper?
5. Mr. Workman with a new joke?
6. Miss Buckley speechless?
7. Miss Cummings unprepared?
8. Miss Kingman without her poise?
9. Miss Larned without her school spirit?
10. Mr. Reid without his sense of humor?
Dean Savage being unkind?
ss Russell cold?
ss Robbins without her citro-carbonate?
ss Keith in a soiled uniform?
ss Swan without her little notes?
ss Taylor without her cheerful greeting?
ss Hall unhurried?
ss Armstrong without a senior in at least one class?
ss Brosnan not using "As ye sew so shall ye rip for her motto?
ss Ramsdell without her precision?
ss Hunt with poor posture'7
Dr. Foster with a new chem. smock?
12. M
13. M
14. M
15. M
16. M
17. M
18. M
19. M
20. M
21. M
22.
game?
Lois Bemis unprepared?
Sylvia Birch without a giggle?
Pearl Cantwell unkempt?
Elvi Davis a spectator at a basketbal
Esther Shultz when she isn't calm?
Dot Hillner without Archie?
Maria Delaney not talking?
Leona Jurusz grouchy?
Anna Kassabian sad?
Hester McCaffrey playing a basketball game without a foul^
Laura Weber asking for an extension in clothing?
Louise Andrews without Evelyn Clune?
Christine Hackett not knowing the latest thing in current events?
Mary M.urphy without a pay station?
II
VOCATIONAL HOUSE
VOCATIONAL HOUSE

Where io find 1 nem
HOUSEHOLD ARTS JUNIORS
Allen, Virginia
Atkins, Emily
Aubertin, Dorothy E.
Babson, Marjorie D.
Berry, Margaret
Brine, Constance L.
Calkins, Betty
Catler, June L.
Cole, Marion V.
Cook, Virginia L.
Curran, Mary L.
Darling, Muriel E.
Fahey, Ruth B.
Fair, S. Jeanette
Ferris, Madeline
Fitzpatrick, Margaret M.
Flavin, Grace Z.
Fresia, Eva R.
Garoian, Agnes
Gendron, Lillian C.
Gray, Florie Louise
Hogan, Vivian P.
Jouannet, Ann W.
Labouteley, Dorothy E.
Leamy, Margaret C.
L'Esperance, M. Bernardine
Luthringer, Doris E.
Lyman, Barbara
McGaw, Gladys D.
McKechnie, Ruth E.
Milne, Helen P.
Mitchell, Mary J.
Mooney, Elizabeth S.
Mothes, Charlotte E.
Nagle, Kathryn M.
Olson, Dorothy L.
Page, Charlotte J.
Patten, Charlotte H.
Rand, Helen
Robinson, Claire S.
Sawutz, Evelyn
Sexton, Marguerite
Shafran, Beverly
Smith, Stella M.
Story, Betty E.
Sullivan, Mary C.
Sweeney, Mary E.
Sweet, Edna L.
Totilas, Betty R.
Tower, Anne S.
15 Rosemont Street, Lynn
4 Williams Place, Middleboro
35 Carlisle Street, Worcester
279 Williams Street, Stoneham
20 Gilmore Street, Wollaston
55 Adella Avenue, West Newton
Walnut Street, Rutland
65 School Street, Quincy
33 Peak Hill Road, West Roxbury
15 Park Street, Norwood
11 Vassal Lane, Cambridge
49 DeForest Street, Hyde Park
76 Harvard Street, Waltham
Tilley Street, Ludlow
173 Hampden Street, Chicopee
Stafford Street, Rochdale
14 Forest Street, Attleboro
769 East Street, Pittsfield
59 Plymouth Street, Cambridge
32 Burtt Street, Lowell
33 John Street, Worcester
25 Lake Street, Arlington
29 Athlwold Street, Dorchester
115 Norfolk Street, Holliston
51 President's Lane, Quincy
14 Bond Street, Somerville
16 Millbrook Street, Worcester
24 Rockland Road, Auburn
18 Tower Avenue, South Weymouth
88 Park Avenue, Natick
25 Hamilton Street, Dorchester
450 West Broadway, Gardner
76 Allen Street, Arlington
65 Cottage Street, Hudson
5 Hillside Avenue, Jamaica Plain
19 Brinsley Street, Dorchester
11 Homewood Road, West Roxbury
Maple Street, Sterling
45 Sudbury Road, Weston
2 Shirley Street, Worcester
33 Waltham Street, Maynard
276 Washington Street, Salem
29 Fayston Street, Roxbury
7 Ruggles Street, Quincy
128 Granite Street, Rockport
118 Endicott Street, Worcester
800 Slade Street, Fall River
139 Atlantic Avenue, Marblehead
18 Montrose Street, Worcester
22 Odell Avenue, Beverly
Walsh, Miriam
Webb, Cora H.
Wilcox, Anita
Worden, Barbara E.
Zurawinski, Irene J.
10 Park Street, West Roxbury
64 Overbrook Drive, Wellesley
364 Riverway, Boston
90 Mill Street, Shrewsbury
56 Richland Street, Worcester
VOCATIONAL JUNIORS
Bradish, Carolyn L.
Melanson, Helen A.
Parker, Eleanor R.
Peirce, Clerna E.
Riggs, Doris T.
Silcox, Alice L.
Stearns, Phyllis
Tela, Lena M.
Tronerud, Ruth M.
51 Pine Street, Leichester
11 Ruthven Street, North Quincy
R.F.D. No. 1, Acushnet Station, New Bedford
118 Bank Street, Attleboro
7 South Street, Grafton
3 East Avenue, Lowell
68 Richards Street, Dedham
151 Bailey Street, Lawrence
Hill Street, Topsfield
ELEMENTARY JUNIORS
Anton, Carolyn M.
Blood, Marion E.
Bridey, Joan K.
Brigham, Marion L.
Britt, Alice M.
Carboneau, Irene B.
Coburn, Audrey L.
Colburn, Betty L.
Cotton, Edith V.
Dacey, Dorothy A.
Fishman, Shirley
Glancy, Doris K.
Good, Mary C.
Hall, Barbara
Havner, Alice I.
Hazlett, Joanna F.
Hildebrand, Rosemary M.
Kapstein, Estelle J.
Keating, Mary M.
Kennedy, Helen U.
MacFarland, Jane I.
Maxwell, Helen J.
O'Neill, Mary A.
Paul, Helen H.
Payne, Maude E.
Rush, Helen C.
Shaughnessy, Anna E.
Spiers, Gertrude R.
Stinson, Barbara E.
Williamson, Hazel M.
769 Columbia Road, Dorchester
22 Intervale Road, Wellesley
11 Lewis Street, Newton
39 Norwood Street, Marlboro
19 South Prospect Street, Amherst
6 Andrews Street, Framingham
82 Prentice Street, Waltham
236 Walnut Street, Brookline
79 Charlesbank Road, Newton
7 Russell Street, Hudson
165 Columbia Road, Dorchester
33 Lowell Avenue, Watertown
52 Wendell Street, Cambridge
15 Centre Street, Raynham
120 Lake Street, Framingham
59 Diamond Street, Walpole
183 Newton Street, Waltham
30 Claflin Road, Brookline
27 East Street, Natick
13 Grant Street, Natick
614 Trapelo Road, Belmont
159 Mechanic Street, Marlboro
18 Davis Avenue, Brookline
31 Lawrence Street, Waltham
19 Howard Street, Waltham
Kendall Street, Barre
44 Summer Street, Milford
15 Nonantum Street, Newton
28 Davis Ave., West Newton
42 Patten Street, Jamaica Plain
ELEMENTARY SOPHOMORES
Ahern, Marie R.
Bates, Marcia L.
Biancardi, Josephine D.
Bird, Kathryn R.
Byrne, Margaret E.
Calabrese, Evelyn H.
Call, Selma L.
Carlson, Marguerite H.
Caruso, Theresa
Clare, Margaret M.
Congdon, Marion L.
Cook, Eleanor E.
Coyne, Rita F.
Davis, Ann M.
Donati, Kathryn
Egan, Barbara A.
Ellis, Phyllis E.
Fitzpatrick, Marie F.
Gleason, Helen E.
Hardy, Margaret L.
Harris, Mary C.
Height, Esther L.
Hosmer, Virginia M.
Hughes, Alice A.
Kallis, Mary P.
Kern, Kathleen M.
Labarre, Rita C.
Lane, Charlotte B.
Mague, June H.
McDermott, Katherine J.
Morel, Helen M.
Murphy, Jane
Nethercote, Mary E.
O'Connell, llene
Parfitt, Robilee
Potter, Marion A.
Rides, Thelma H.
Rothberg, Ruth L.
Savignano, Alvena M.
Sheridan, Barbara E.
Wells, Eleanor E.
White, Grace L.
370 North Main Street, Natick
174 South Main Street, Natick
311 Kendrick Street, Newton
57 Congress Street, Milford
417 Centre Street, Newton
16 Free Street, Milford
82 High Street, Newton Upper Falls
226 Wren Street, West Roxbury
368 Langley Road, Newton Centre
37 Gordon Street, Waltham
50 Bancroft Park, Hopedale
48 Carpenter Avenue, Mansfield
4 Matthews Court, South Natick
6 Woodland Street, Natick
171 Brookside Road, Needham
31 Sanborn Avenue, West Roxbury
28 Arapahoe Road, West Newton
41 Maplewood Street, Watertown
145 Chiswick Road, Brighton
Nebo Street, Medfield
117 Common Street, Watertown
56 Taconic Avenue, Great Barrington
4 Tucker Street, Natick
27 Willard Street, Cambridge
10 Bates Avenue, Quincy
267 Robbins Street, Waltham
22 Orchard Street, Marlboro
18 Haven Street, Framingham
48 Williams Street, West Newton
5 Hundreds Road, Wellesley Farms
35 Walnut Street, Hudson
7 Melrose Street, Boston
99 Myrtle Street, Waltham
10 Palfrey Road, Belmont
62 St. James Avenue, Holyoke
111 Main Street, Hopkinton
1534 Commonwealth Avenue, Brighton
28 Cunningham Street, Dorchester
15 Hale Street, Newton
12 Walnut St., Watertown
195 Union Avenue, Framingham
40 Mellen Street, Framingham
HOUSEHOLD 50PHOMORE5
Addison, Mary S. E.
Andersen, Ethel P.
Bardin, Charlotte J.
Bell, Gladies M.
Bennett, Ruth
Brady, Marie M.
Brennen, M. Irene
Campbell, Alta P.
Cavanaugh, Mary L.
Chace, Alice C.
Chaput, Ruth F.
Clay, Norma C.
Climo, Emily
Cooney, Rose M.
Costello, Kathleen M.
Cronin, Josephine V.
Doyle, Kathleen M.
Ecker, Anna M.
Ellery, Susan E.
Ellis, Evelyn A
Emmott, Dorothy M.
Epstein, Amy E.
Fee, Elizabeth K.
Fiske, Helen E.
Fitts, Shirley
Fuller, Joan W.
Gray, Mildred J.
Gurwitz, Blossom R.
Haggblom, Kathe'ine F.
Hannant, Louise A.
Hoey, Angela M.
Holland, Rita M.
Johnson, Helen M.
Keller, Florence C.
Keough, Helen C.
King, Charlotte M.
Lambert, Josephine R.
Lane, Marguerite R.
Laughlin, Virginia L.
Lynch, Katherine E.
MacMichael, Marjorie M.
McConaghy, Edna R.
McPherson, Margaret M.
Malin, Margaret A.
Mercer, Elizabeth S.
Nabnassett
17 Euclid Avenue, Worcester
North Street, Dalton
Ashland
2 Franklin Avenue, Natick
72 Fairfax Road, Worcester
33 Willis Street, Dorchester
3A Fairview Street, Roslindale
59 Boylston Street, Fitchburg
Pearse Road, Swansea
202 Beech Street, Holyoke
434 Conduit Street, New Bedford
10 Franklin Street, Wakefield
Tenwick Street, Framingham
9 Rambler Road, Jamaica Plain
10 Mt. Greyot Street, North Brookfield
57 Florence Street, Worcester
16 Charles Street, Belmont
42 Dennison Street, Annisquam
745 Washington Street, Wellesley
95 South Main Street, Uxbridge
142 Rosseter Street, Dorchester
61 Liberty Street, Marlboro
School Street, Upton
39 Baker Street, Foxboro
Hollis Street, East Pepperell
Coolidge Street, Sherborn
151 Providence Street, Worcester
92 Oakland Avenue, Wollaston
123 Main Street, Bondsville
15 Catalpa Street, Worcester
6 Beaufort Road, Jamaica Plain
32 Esther Street, Worcester
16 Allen Street, Woburn
132 George Street, Medford
2 Brooks Street, Maynard
41 Beechwood Road, East Braintree
311 Park Street, West Roxbury
53 Belmont Street, Marlboro
11 Whitfield Road, Somerville
43 Saunders Street, Lynn
278 Whitwell Street, Quincy
221 Linwood Avenue, Newtonville
23 Bradfield Avenue, Roslindale
96 Warren Road, Framingham
Mitchell, Virginia R.
Murphy, Ruth C.
Neuhart, Ruth A.
Nickerson, Priscilla
Oldach, Virginia L.
Patey, Priscilla M.
Pease, Dorothy
Penrose, Elizabeth
Porter, Amy S.
Richardson, Louise E.
Salmon, Rosemary A.
Soszynska, Antoinette M.
Sparhawk, Eve yn F.
Sullivan, Anne P.
Sullivan, Rose L.
Taylor, Mary A.
Temple, Dorothy M.
Totilas, Florence G.
Walsh, Eileen P.
Wartiainen, Amy V.
Westart, Frances M.
White, Dorothy M.
Woodward, Mary L.
18 Mendum Street, Roslindale
590 Weld Street, West Roxbury
154 Newbury Street, Lawrence
Leominster Road, Sterling
195 Union Avenue, Framingham
14 Morrill Place, Lynn
Templeton
140 Union Street, Mansfield
Brook Street, East Holliston
496 Swains Pond Avenue, Melrose
Main Street, Southboro
139 Cherry Street, Cambridge
47 Stetson Street, Whitman
3 Bauer Street, Worcester
35 Pacific Street, Lynn
20 Allyn Terrace, Lawrence
25 Pitts Street, Natick
18 Montrose Street, Worcester
10 Park Street, West Roxbury
R.F.D. No. 2, Fitchburg
26 East Greenwood Street, Amesbury
22 Austin Street, Chicopee
184 Washington Street, New Bedford
VOCATIONAL SOPHOMORES
Bacon, Louise C.
Crowley, Elizabeth M.
Greene, Anna T.
Irvin, Ethel I.
Knipp, Marion E.
Mahn, Ellen P.
Moulton, Anna R.
Silva, Dorothy M.
West, Dorothy H.
Wiggin, Jean M.
10 Wilkins Place, Brockton
5 Shepard Street, Worcester
233 Tremont Street, Newton
27 Woodward Street, Newton Highlands
59 Washington Street, Medford
81 Campbell Street, Quincy
35 Saltonstall Road, Haverhill
312 Commercial Street, Provincetown
157 Prospect Street, Revere
87 St. Stephens Street, Boston
ELEMENTARY FRESHMEN
Ahern, Louise P.
Askin, Shirley
Baglione, Eleandr F.
Banis, Edna C.
Bernardi, Virginis M.
Beucler, Gloria C.
Bowen, Mary V.
Bowen, Muriel E.
Bruen, Helen N.
Calisi, Concetta
Carpenter, Louis
Carroll, Marie A.
Cellucci, Donata D.
Chace, Flora E.
Clarke, Christine W.
Coburn, Rita M.
Connolly, Jean M.
Connors, Marion D.
Cormey, Barbara A.
Cormey, Jeanne M.
Dargan, Katherine J.
Dolan, Alice
Downing, Mary F.
Finnegan, Elizabeth M.
Forbes, Mary A.
Giejing, Charlotte M.
Hilts, Ella M.
Hoar, Bertha M.
Johnson, Elinor M.
Jokinsen, Mary I.
Lappen, Florence E.
Leger, Eleanor E.
McNally, Claire
Mokaba, Mary J.
Monson, Mildred E.
Moynahan, Anne P.
Murphy, Helen F.
Murphy, Katherine V.
O'Connell, Virginia S.
O'Connor, Margaret M.
Perlmutter, Mildred
Plunkett, Marie E.
Rogers, Ruth H.
Rorstrom, Barbara
Russo, Louise J.
Seisig, Esther E.
Shields, Frances E.
Shore, Edythe J.
Spilewski, Hedwig C.
Steiger, Mary E.
Taber, Catherine T.
Tarment, Florice M.
Wright, Miriam O.
370 North Main Street, Natick
593 Concord Street, Framingham
1922 Columbus Avenue, Roxbury
151 Brown Street, Waltham
Washington Street, Holliston
9 Columbia Street, Cambridge
261 Temple Street, West Roxbury
34 Evergreen Street, Jamaica Plain
9 Elizabeth Street, Attleboro
28 Oakland Street, Watertown
17 Medfield Street, Worcester
26 Faneuil Road, Waltham
75 Crafts Street, Newtonville
739 Pleasant Street, Somerset
405 Village Street, Medway
99 Crescent Street, Auburndale
13 Howard Street, Norwood
8 Newfield Street, West Roxbury
Cold Terrace, Randolph
Cold Terrace, Randolph
931 Washington Street, Newtonville
511 Ward Street, Newton Centre
14 Douthwood Street, West Roxbury
53 Reservoir Street, Cambridge
103 Holliston Street, Medway
Chestnut Street, Westboro
1 Arnold Circle, Cambridge
36 Swan Street, Lawrence
190 Merriam Street, Weston
Wheeler Road, Stow
91 Bowdoin Avenue, Dorchester
123 School Street, Walpole
22 Sedyard Street, Wellesley Hills
147 Otis Street, Cambridge
22 Rockhill Street, Foxboro
212 Walden Street, Cambridge
Hampton Road, Monson
12 Francis Street, Newton Highlands
10 Palfrey Road, Belmont
215 N Street, South Boston
43 Pratt Street, Framingham
62 Aldrich Street, Roslindale
35 Cross Street, West Newton
Nixon Road, Framingham
176 Dedham Street, Newton Highlands
255 Hampshire Street, Methuen
81 Galen Street, Watertown
16 Columbia Street, Cambridge
214 Broadway, Cambridge
201 Weston Road, Wellesley
22 Leonard Avenue, Cambridge
52 Central Street, Foxboro
70 Eddy Street, West Newton
HOUSEHOLD ARTS FRESHMEN
Ahlstrom, Doris E.
Alberto, Angelina C.
Andrews, Elizabeth R.
Bastow, Jane E.
Belyea, Beatrice M.
Benson, Eleanor M.
Blodset, Enith
Bolin, Eleanor L.
Burleigh, Marjorie B.
Burrell, Virginia C.
Coleman, Marguerite D.
Collemir, Lois E.
Collins, Doris K.
Crowley, Mary J.
Dabrowska, Alice C.
Davis, Irene M.
De Courcey, Mary L.
Donlon, Mary E.
Donohue, Mary A.
Dundon, Rosalie V.
Emery, Barbara A.
Emidy, Marjorie A.
English, Dorothy A.
Flanders, Christine E.
Foster, Edith E.
Caffin, Lillian
Gans, Mildred D.
Gildea, Margaret M.
Goldman, Evelyn E.
Goyer, Jacquelyn D.
Graves, Barbara
Gross, Rosalyn H.
Gurney, Barbara L.
Hagan, Gladys C.
Hastings, Beatrice I.
Hidison, Mary M.
Hohmann, Elizabeth T.
Hutchinson, Lois E.
Issenberg, Esther
Jones, Gladys M.
Kearney, Elizabeth A.
Kirk, Priscilla L.
Lavoie, Jacqueline
Lesperance, Joan
Martin, Eunice J.
McDonough, Helen M.
McKinley, Florence L.
McTague, Eleanor E.
Milnes, Thelma E.
Moriarty, Virginia G.
560 Centre Street, Jamaica Plain
320 Main Street, Milford
4 Luflin Street, Essex
Chapel Street, Lee
547 Centra! Street, East Bridgewater
55 Aldrich Street, Roslindale
Pleasant Street Extension, Sterling
11 Jenkins Street, Worcester
174 Clement Avenue, West Roxbury
46 Pleasant Street, Med'ord
14 Crossman Street, Mattapan
9 Grand View Avenue, Worcester
15 Rinckley Street, Dorchester
150 Ingleside Avenue, Worcester
219 Washington Avenue, Chelsea
4 Bourne Street, Worcester
18 Shafter Street, Dorchester
410 North Main, Natick
34 Berimans Street, Worcester
454 Centre Street, Jamaica Plain
Chestnut Street, Westboro
18 Winslow Street, Worcester
45 Court Street, Medford
17 Arthur Street, Worcester
8 Seymour Street, Roslindale
58 Providence Street, Worcester
17 Church Street, Great Barrington
38 Greaton Road, West Roxbury
18 Jones Street, Worcester
176 West Boylston Drive, Worcester
Bridge Street, Baldwinsville
250 Campbell Avenue, Revere
2 Harlow Street, Worcester
167 Centre Street, Dorchester
69 Bancroft Street, Auburn
248 Winthrop Street, Framingham
68 Surt Street, Dorchester
119 Coolidge Street, Brookline
25 West Selden Street, Mattapan
25 Beech Street, Framingham
106 Dean Avenue, Franklin
74 Jonathan Street, New Bedford
4 Taylor Street, Holyoke
10 Day Street, Auburndale
152 Trapelo Road, Waltham
Causeway Road, Vineyard Haven
26 Centre Street, Winthrop
8 Woodland Street, Worcester
21 Kim Park, Groveland
11 Wall Street, Worcester
Mullett, Helen A.
Murphy, Elaine H.
Nolan, Frances G.
O'Brien, Joan M.
O'Connell, Margaret A.
O'Connor, Gertrude E.
O'Connor, Mary L.
O'Malley, Mary C.
Paquin, Ivonne E.
Parker, Sylvia
Pearson, Estella M.
Pelley, Alice M.
Pritchard, Ivaloo V.
Quinlan, Priscilla D.
Quinn, Mary P.
Rafor, Ruth A.
Randall, Ruth E.
Slaney, Muriel F.
Temple, Dorothy E.
Thibeault, Leola E.
Thompson, Jean E.
Timms, Rita V.
Trahon, Edith C.
Turner, Ada L.
Wallace, Nancy R.
Walsh, Dorothy E.
Waska, Jane S.
Waterman, Isis
Waters, Mary A.
Wecker, Vivienne
White, Marie T.
Williams, Priscilla
Willis, Irene
Wilson, Marion L.
2 Drummond Place, Cambridge
264 Hillbury Street, Worcester
18 Vidtor Avenue, Worcester
39 Eliot Street, Jamaica Plain
109 Hayden Rowe Street, Hopkinton
23 Waterville Street, North Grafton
46 Burncoat Street, Worcester
22 Smith Street, Lawrence
49 Carwill Street, Natick
31 Winslow Road, Belmont
14 Fales Place, Foxboro
97 Fairfield Street, Worcester
29 Carolina Street, Medford
25 Kendall Lane, Framingham
115 Aberdeen Avenue, Cambridge
138 Lunenburg Street, Fitchburg
Main Street, Bolton
170 West Street, Needham Heights
Milford Street, Upton
Summer Street Court, Rockport
West Main Street, Webster
39 East Newton Street, Boston
27 Hurd Road, Brookline
48 Washington Street, Natick
10 Reynolds Avenue, Monson
4 View Street, Worcester
54 Perry Avenue, Worcester
1795 Highland Ave., Fall River
1093 Walnut Street, Newton Highlands
63 Gibbs Street, Brookline
35 Hovey Street, North Quincy
18 Robertson Road, Framingham
60 Carroll Street, New Bedford
90 Church Street, Mansfield
VOCATIONAL FRESHMEN
Barrett, Elizabeth
Bradford, Barbara A.
Carter, Constance
Curran, Mary R.
Doten, Barbara A.
Hanson, Barbara B.
Jacobs, Bertha J.
McGowen, Marjorie S.
Proctor, Helen L.
Viets, Florence A.
Wright, Barbara L.
North Beach Street, Nantucket
103 Irving Street, Waltham
West Hawley
162 May Street, Worcester
70 Page Road, Newtonville
561 Washington Street, Dedham
132 Glenville Avenue, Allston
536 Middle Street, New Bedford
Pearl Hill Road, Fitchburg
35 Dean Street, Bridgewater
70 Eddy Street, West Newton
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GEORGE W. JOHNSON
THE
GRAPHIC PRBSS
Complete zL tinting <Se>ivice
I rinters cr I he LJial "or 1940
612 CENTRE AVE., NEWTON
TELEPHONE NEWTON NORTH 0077
COMPLIMENTS OF
<Ji ^t^lend
COMPLIMENTS OF
I he Junior L>l ass
COMPLIMENTS OF
I he Senior LJ ass
COMPLIMENTS OF THE
^Muaeni Oovernmeni: Association
440 West Seventh Street
Claremont, California
Dear friends
—
The West sends its warmest greetings to you of the East. A little more than
fifty years ago a bit of New England culture was dropped in the sage brush and
cactus of Southern California. The result—a beautiful little city named, for
Claremont, N. H.—Pomona College, Scripps College and Claremont Colleges, a
graduate School surrounded by miles and miles of orange groves—with snow capped
mountains only twelve miles distant. Truly a happy union of East and West.
All along the Pacific Coast from Santa Barbara to San Diego, a distance of
three hundred miles we find Framingham Graduates carrying the torch lighted
by the high ideals of the devoted teachers of dear old Framingham.
Our Club meetings are held in April and October, usually at Laguna Beach,
with luncheon in Hotel—table facing the blue Pacific. Here gather husbands,
daughters, sisters and friends, all interested in Framingham.
The meeting after the luncheon is in the hotel garden. We are eager to have
news of the old school. We keep in touch with our sick and shutins. All are
interested in the work of the others, some teachers, some homemakers, some
mothers of little children. One speaks every day over the radio on Home Eco-
nomics for a Los Angeles Daily.
We are all bound together by our love for our Alma Mater. May she send
forth an ever increasing stream of noble women to bless the world and may some
of them find their way to Sunny California, bringing the culture of the East to
our buoyant and colorful West.
Very sincerely,
(Miss) Mary B. Hall. (Class of 1893)
With the compliments of the Alumnae Association.
mh S>tuM0
18 NEWBURY STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
School and College Photographers
Completely equipped to render the highest
quality craftsmanship and an expedited
service on both personal portraiture and
photography for college annuals.
/Photographers to the Class of 1940 1
J PATRONS MAY OBTAIN DUPLICATES at ANY TIMEJ
DOMESTIC SCIENCE ROOM, NEW HIGH SCHOOL BURLINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS
STOCK
DESIGNS
SPECIAL
DESIGNS
For layouts and designs of domestic science equipment, write to:
—
A. B. STANLEY COMPANY
221 COLUMBUS AVENUE - - - BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
S. S. PIERCE CO
FAMILY GROCERS SINCE 1831
Famous for
Good Foods
Delicacies
Salted Nuts
Candies
Gift Boxes
College Spread Boxes
Ask For Our Catalogue, "The Epicure"
Established 1831
SIX STORES KENMORE 7600—LONGWOOD 1300
MAIL ORDERS WE SHIP EVERYWHERE
COMPLIMENTS OF THE
Class of 1942
Soil M,ouse
WHITMAN, MASS.
Route 1
8
KENNETH AND RUTH WAKEFIELD
THE B & W LINES
Convenient Motor Coach Service
BOSTON
WORCESTER
SPRINGFIELD
NEW YORK
Low Monthly Students' Rates
Ask Us About
CHARTERED COACHES
Tel.: Framingham 4343
DIEGES & CLUST
"// we made it, it's right"
MANUFACTURERS OF THE
CLASS RINGS
73 TREMONT STREET
BOSTON MASS.
Compliments c)f the
~dnomas
Ui cJxempls Club
Compliments of
fine Arts L^lub
Compliments of
Louise A. Nicholass
H<Dine Lconomics
CluL
Compliments of the
Athletic Association
FRAMINGHAM LAUNDRY
ELBIN E. LORD, Manager
162 HOWARD STREET
FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS
Telephone Framingham 7163
Careful Launderers
of all Washable Material
The largest and best equipped Laundry
in Framingham or Vicinity
LIKE YOURSELVES
JLne *JYLariao\
has strived for the highest level. O jr record
shows "A," or excellent, in FOOD, SERVICE
and ATMOSPHERE. Still the cost is moderate.
$p
The new Colonial Room is avai able for
gatherings of all kinds. Menus on Request.
3Ju
<JYLahiaor
Just below Framingham Centre
WITH COMPLIMENTS
OF A FRIEND
hist of Patrons
SHATTUCK AND JONES, INC.,
Fishdealers,
152 Atlantic Ave., Boston.
LOWELL BROTHERS AND BAILEY CO.,
Wholesale Fruits and Produce,
47-48 So. Market St., Boston, Mass.
THE VILLAGE YARD AND TWEED SHOP,
Framingham Center, Mass.
Marjorie B. Chapman, 945 Worcester Road
BATES STATIONERY COMPANY,
Irving Square, Framingham
Telephone 5205
KENDALL HOTEL,
L. G. Ensworth, owner-managership
Framingham, Mass.
FIRST NATIONAL STORES,
S. F. Winch
SUNSHINE DAIRY,
Mr. Gahagan
GORDON MFG. CO.,
Framingham Center
NOYES DINER INC.,
Framingham Center.
BOLTON-SMART CO
Incorporated
WHOLESALE DEALERS
BEEF PORK LAMB VEAL
POULTRY FISH BUTTER
CHEESE EGGS RELISHES
19-25 SOUTH MARKET STREET
BOSTON
Phone LAFayette 1900
Laf. 4670—4671 Cap. 0177
A. J. FLEMMING CO.
Fancy Dressed Meats
9-11-13-15 FANEUIL HALL MARKET
BOSTON, MASS.
Compliments of
Strong's Market
3 HIGH STREET
FRAMINGHAM CENTRE, MASS.
The Cary Teachers' Agency
of Boston
ROSE ESTELLE BRADBURY, Manager
Tel. LAFayette 7158
14 BEACON STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
DOE, SULLIVAN & CO., Inc.
57-59-61-63 FANEUIL HALL MARKET
BOSTON, MASS.
Cap. 9850-1-2
67 Years of Correct Catering Service
LUNCHEONS TEAS DINNERS
Catering to Framingham Teachers College
Main Office:
110 NORWAY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Right You Are
with
Athletic Equipment
FLOWERS BY
Butterworths
Distinctively Original—Smartly Different
Conservatively Priced
CONCORD and CLINTON STREETS
FRAMINGHAM
Phone 3533
The Grace M. Abbott Teachers Agency
GRACE M. ABBOTT, Manager
120 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON
Member National Association of Teachers'
Agencies
Stavis iDlug <Stote
FRAMINGHAM CENTRE
Headquarters
For Our
School Supplies
Union Bookbinding Co.
Established 1890
Editions and Pamphlets
School Annual Covers and
Loose Leaf Binders
A Product of this Company
289 CONGRESS STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
Robert F. Lewis, Inc.
33 SOUTH MARKET STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
ROBERT F. LEWIS, Treasurer
Compliments of
Y. W. C. A.
COMPLIMENTS OF
Beattie & McGuire, Inc.
Silks—Woolens—Cottons—Hose
29 TEMPLE PLACE
BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS
Telephone LIBerty 5753
COMPLIMENTS OF
iJibne^i Wneelet
Jxouse
680 WORCESTER ROAD
Framingham Centre
MASSACHUSETTS
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